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1 Introduction 

“…staying trim is now virtually required for anyone on track for the corner office” 

 – Executive recruiters discuss CEO traits and leadership ability, Wall Street Journal
1
 

Job demands and responsibilities of top managers are increasing (Hambrick et al., 2005; Neck 

et al., 2000), and staying fit is argued to be crucial for corporate leaders in order to manage their 

mission successfully (Kwoh, 2013). In addition to being beneficial for the health, people who 

engage in sports activities are often associated with certain characteristics, which are considered 

valuable in business life and sports merits are often looked upon favourably by recruiters 

(Kniffin et al., 2015). In Sweden and many other countries, the popularity of long distance 

training has increased remarkably over the last decade and there are more and more corporate 

leaders engaging in endurance challenges (Limbach & Sonnenburg, 2015; Palmgren, 2014). 

The effect of top management and their characteristics on firm outcome is a research area 

which has received considerable attention over the years by scholars in accounting, finance and 

management (Hambrick, 2007; Kaplan et al., 2012; Hiebl, 2014). Previous studies have covered 

a wide range of top management and CEO characteristics from observable ones such as age, 

tenure and education, to more unobservable characteristics as general ability and self-efficacy 

(Kaplan et al., 2012; Westerberg et al., 1997). Most of this research is anchored in the upper 

echelons
2
 theory introduced by Hambrick and Mason in 1984, which argues that firm strategy 

and performance are reflected in corporate leaders’ psychological and observable 

characteristics. This area of research is interesting as ever as it has been found that corporate 

leaders’ impact on firm performance has become more significant over the years (Quigley & 

Hambrick, 2015). Considering the development of the fitness movement, the popularity of 

endurance races and the presumed positive effects of sports involvement, there have been 

surprisingly few empirical studies on sports related CEO characteristics. Nevertheless, a recent 

study concerning this field is written by Limbach and Sonnenburg (2015), and they found that 

firms managed by physically fit CEOs are higher valued and are more profitable than firms 

managed by CEOs considered not to be fit. They looked at CEOs in S&P 1 500 companies who 

have run a marathon in a certain year and used that as an indicator of fitness. The trait, physical 

fitness, is argued to be a temporal characteristic, which quickly can disappear if not being 

actively maintained.  

However, there is a gap in the field of covering persistent characteristics, associated with sports 

merited CEOs who have a track record of successfully performing physical endurance 

challenges, and their effect on firm performance. Additionally, although small and medium-

sized enterprises (SMEs) have a greater propensity of being dependent upon their CEO 

(Lubatkin et al., 2006), the existing research on CEO characteristics is primarily focused on 

large companies (Benmlech & Frydman, 2015; Limbach & Sonnenburg, 2015). The present 

state of knowledge implies a large unexplored area within this field even though long-term 

effects of sports participation and training have been well documented on a personal level. 

                                                 
1
 (Kwoh, 2013). 

2
 Upper echelons are the individuals in the top of an organization. 
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Several studies have found that people active in sports during their youth on average earn a 

wage premium and demonstrate higher leadership ability than people not active in sports 

(Kniffin et al., 2015; Henderson et al., 2006b; Barron et al., 2000). Furthermore, it has been 

established that apart from having a positive impact on health, adult sport participation also has 

positive long-term effect on earnings (Lechner, 2009).  

In light of the increased impact of CEOs on firm performance and the positive perception of 

athletes, it is meaningful to investigate if characteristics prescribed to athletic people with 

merits from performing demanding endurance challenges make them successful as corporate 

leaders. Among leadership experts, executive recruiters and media it is considered beneficial 

for individuals in top management positions to have merits from sports and possess physical 

fitness. There are although still unexplored fields within this area and hence a need for addi-

tional empirical research to determine whether this notion is reflected in reality or not.  

With this study, we seek to contribute to the field of organizational research and more specifi-

cally, sports in business. We investigate whether characteristics of CEOs with sports merits 

from endurance challenges have a significant impact on firm accounting performance. This will 

help researchers and practitioners to better understand the economic value of having a sports 

merited chief executive. The study is conducted on Swedish SMEs as the CEO impact is argued 

to be more pronounced in smaller companies, hence the effect of different CEO characteristics 

should be easier to detect in smaller firms. In addition, given the extensive data used in this 

study and the large number of variables included in the analysis, this research will contribute to 

a better understanding of SMEs in the Swedish market. We add to the knowledge of which 

factors that are affecting SME accounting performance and how managerial characteristics 

affect firm outcome.  

We will use a quantitative method, based on data on CEOs who have performed a demanding 

endurance challenge. To complete the challenge a considerable personal investment is required 

in terms of time, practice and motivation. This information is matched with company account-

ing data and cleansing techniques are applied to detect and ameliorate errors. First, in order to 

get a better understanding of the dataset, we present descriptive statistics and perform a corre-

lation analysis between different variables. Then, ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions are 

applied, using a model controlling for observable heterogeneity in CEO and firm characteris-

tics. The regression analysis allows us to examine which variables that affect SME performance 

and most importantly, if the sports merits variable has any significant explanatory power. In 

addition to OLS regressions, we also apply two-stage least squares (2SLS) regressions to 

handle endogeneity issues. Two different metrics are used to measure accounting firm 

performance, one profitability based, return on assets (ROA), and one market based, growth in 

sales (GIS). Standard errors are clustered on firm level and fixed effects on year and industry 

are used to control for variations over time and industries. In addition to analysing the full 

sample a matched sample method has been applied in order to validate the results and mitigate 

the risk of model dependence. Matching is based upon year, industry, firm size, firm age and 

CEO age, and the matched sample is analyzed using both difference in means as well as the 

regression models used on the full dataset. Also, a number of robustness tests have been applied 

to the models used in the analysis. 
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The paper will start with a review of the previous literature in the fields of the upper echelons 

theory, prosperity of athletes and the effects of CEO characteristics on firm accounting perfor-

mance. Secondly, based on the previous research, hypotheses are developed. Thirdly, data com-

pilation and selection are described. Fourthly, we will discuss the model development process 

and the methodology used for analysis. Fifthly, the initial results are presented based on 

descriptive statistics univariate analysis. Sixthly, results from the regressions are analyzed. 

Seventhly, a discussion and analysis of the findings in the study in relation to the previous 

literature. Finally, conclusions, limitations and suggestions for future research will be pre-

sented. 

2 Previous research 

2.1 Upper echelons theory and CEO impact on firm performance 

A key question within organizational theory is why organizations act as they do. The manage-

rial impact on firm performance is a field that have received considerable attention over the past 

decades. The well-established agency theory implicitly assumes that managers have a con-

siderable ability to influence firms’ strategic decisions and subsequently their performance. 

However, the fact that managers have a significant impact on firm performance has not always 

been the general conviction. In one of the early and most cited studies in the field of managerial 

impact on firm outcome by Lieberson and O’Conner’s (1972), the results indicate that 

corporate leaders explain only a small portion of the variance in firm performance. In the study, 

the authors discuss the subject of a leader’s ability to implement goals, and argue that this 

ability is not only dependent upon the persons’ distinctive qualities, but also by environmental 

and social limits. 

In 1984, Hambrick and Mason released one of the most influential papers on top management 

and firm performance in which they synthesized previous research around the upper echelons 

perspective. According to the upper echelons theory, organizational outcomes – strategic 

choices and performance levels – are partially predicted by managerial background character-

istics. Hambrick and Mason argue that the emphasis in organizational research should be on top 

managers, since the organizational outcomes are viewed as reflections of the values and 

cognitive bases of the powerful actors in the organization. The business press has for a long 

time cited relationships between the background of the manager and firm strategy. However, up 

to the point of the paper by Hambrick and Mason (1984), this perspective had not been tested in 

a comprehensive or systematic manner. 

When a strategic decision maker must handle a complex situation, made up by a plethora of 

phenomena exceeding the amount possible to comprehend, the manager’s cognitive base and 

values will create a screen between her eventual perception of the situation and the actual one. 

Managerial characteristics such as age, tenure in organization, functional background, 

education, socioeconomic roots, and financial position are emphasised in this paper as factors 

that can influence firm outcome. However, Hambrick and Mason (1984) also argue that psy-

chological measures may contain less noise than demographic indicators and hence be better 

predictors of firm outcome. See Figure 1. in the end of this section for an illustration of 

Hambrick and Mason’s (1984) upper echelons perspective of organizations. The upper echelons 
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model has been argued to work both as a theoretical framework and as a research methodology 

(Carpenter et al., 2004). 

2.1.1 Factors affecting CEO impact 

Since the paper by Hambrick and Mason, upper echelons and their impact on company behav-

iour and performance have been a popular research area among scholars in accounting, finance 

and management (Hambrick, 2007; Kaplan et al., 2012; Hiebl, 2014). Several of the studies 

performed have looked specifically at CEOs and their influence on firms’ outcome in different 

aspects. Many results show how CEOs single handedly have a considerable impact on firm 

strategy and performance, but that the magnitude of their influence and how much their 

personal characteristics are reflected in the decision making are conditional on environmental 

factors. 

One aspect influencing the CEO’s effect on organizational outcome is CEO discretion. 

(Hambrick, 2007). Discretion stems from organizational factors, environmental conditions, and 

from the executives themselves. How well the upper echelons theory predicts organizational 

outcomes stands in direct proportion to managerial discretion. Internal and external constrains 

can cause executives to be very limited in the choices they can make (Crossland & Hambrick, 

2007). 

Institutional and cultural differences lead to variations across countries in CEO power and 

impact on firm performance. Crossland and Hambrick have done two studies examining the 

variations in CEO effects between different markets. According to their findings in a three 

nation comparative study from 2007, CEOs in the US affected their organizations the most, 

followed by CEOs in Germany and Japan respectively. In 2011, they conducted a similar study 

but this time 15 countries were analyzed, including Sweden. The results in study indicate that 

the effect of Swedish CEOs on firm performance is not as high as in the U.S., but in parity with 

many other European countries and noticeably higher than the effect of CEOs in Asian 

countries such as Japan. This suggests that CEO characteristics should be reflected in firm 

strategy and performance also in a Swedish setting. 

Just as Hambrick (2007), several other studies have concluded that the effect of CEO charac-

teristics on firm performance is conditional. Examples of environmental conditions affecting 

CEO impact on firm outcome are stability of the market and if the CEO is internally or exter-

nally hired (Biggerstaff et al., 2015; Waldman et al., 2001). The level of job demands faced by 

executives is another important aspect. If job demands are slight, moderate or high are of sig-

nificant importance when evaluating the actions of the managers (Hambrick et al., 2005). 

Executives under heavy job demands are forced to take mental shortcuts and fall back more on 

experience, resulting in that CEO characteristics will be more reflected in strategy and perfor-

mance. Strategic rationality is expected when executive job demands are slight or moderate, in 

comparison to bounded rationality
3
, which is more likely when executive job demands are high 

(Hambrick, 2007). Today, most top managers are considered to be under heavy demands due to 

a current business environment characterised by fast changes and internationalisation. 

                                                 
3
 Bounded rationality is the type of rationality that individuals use in situations in which the environment is too 

complex in relation to their mental abilities (Dequech, 2001). 
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Furthermore, as institutions and cultures are altered over time, so is CEO impact. In a study by 

Quigley and Hambrick (2015) they isolate the proportion of variance in company performance 

attributable to CEOs, called the “the CEO effect”. The findings indicate that the CEO effect has 

increased over time, which is in line with increasing perception of importance reflected in the 

press and media, in which some CEOs even have managed to achieve celebrity status. This 

indicates that studying CEO impact on firm performance is relevant as ever.  

2.1.2 CEO impact on SME performance 

Firm size is another important determinant for the level of CEO impact. Large firms often have 

complex structures with many hierarchical levels while smaller firms are less complex and the 

CEO is one of few, or even the sole decision maker, which makes the impact of the CEO on 

firm outcome more apparent in smaller companies (Lubatkin et al., 2006). Ling et al. (2008) 

managed to establish a relationship between CEO transformational leadership and firm perfor-

mance in SMEs, a linkage that most studies on large companies have failed to prove. 

Furthermore, the authors found that transformational CEOs have a more pronounced impact on 

outcome in smaller SMEs than in bigger ones, giving further support to the claim that CEOs 

have a more significant influence on performance in smaller companies. These findings indi-

cates that the propensity of establishing a relation between a certain CEO characteristic and 

firm performance should be higher in SMEs than in larger companies. 

Previous literature studying the relation between CEO characteristics and SME outcomes have 

used different measures of performance. Westerberg et al. (1997), who found a significant 

impact of CEO characteristics on firm performance in small Swedish firms, used two categories 

of performance measures. Financial performance, which is measured as profitability and 

productivity; and market performance, measured in sales growth, market share and customer 

satisfaction. It is argued that SMEs tend to be profit- or growth-oriented but rarely both at the 

same time and that constant growth is not the main goal in many small companies. Further, it is 

argued that profitability and growth are distinct dimensions of firm performance, meaning that 

both metrics should be used in studies on small companies in order to gain a richer under-

standing. In the field of organizational research, the growth profitability nexus has received 

substantial attention over the years, particularly in SME studies, but no conclusive agreement 

has been reached regarding the association between the two (Yazdanfar & Öhman, 2015). This 

support the notion that both measures should be used to assess SME performance. To include 

one profitability measure and one market measure is also common practice in many SME stud-

ies, especially as financial market measures are not available since most firms categorised as 

SMEs are non-public (Aragón-Sánchez & Sánchez-Martin, 2005; Ling et al., 2006).  

2.2 Sports merits and individual success 

The medical and psychological literature has established the importance of regular training and 

its positive impact on both mental as well as physical health (Lechner, 2009). Today running 

and other types of training are very popular in Sweden and the number of participants in endur-

ance challenges has been rising (Sandberg, 2011; Palmgren, 2014). Furthermore, individual 

endurance training such as running is a form of exercise argued to be very suitable for corporate 

leaders with a tight schedule due to its extreme flexibility (Limbach & Sonnenburg, 2015). 

Apart from having positive impact on personal health, recruiters often look upon training and 
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sports merits favourably when screening candidates for various positions (Kniffin et al., 2015). 

Furthermore, people engaging in sports activities are assumed to develop certain traits 

considered valuable also in business life for instance leadership ability and purposefulness 

(Williams, 2013; Kniffin et al., 2015). 

2.2.1 Selection into sports  

In Sweden, the organized sports movement is a force that engages and activates millions of 

people and the government has a long history of supporting the sport community. Some of the 

purported positive effects of sports participation are improved public health, creation of joy and 

providing people of all ages with a meaningful recreation (Norberg, 2014). Even though the 

governments in Sweden and many other countries, through financial support, try to engage 

people from different backgrounds to participate in sports, research show that selection into 

sports is not random. Household income and education level for example, are two factors 

positively related with sport participation (Farrell & Shields, 2002). Scheerder et al. (2005) 

studied adult sports involvement in Belgium and established that age, gender and social class 

are the most important factors influencing whether an adult is involved in sports or not. Men are 

more active than women, even though the gap was significantly reduced during the studied time 

period. Moreover, younger people and people from higher social classes are also more likely to 

participate in sports. 

Motives for adult sport participation are diverse and varies from person to person. However, the 

overall sport psychology literature supports the notion that mastery of task orientation and 

intrinsic motivation is what encourages participation and achievement, rather than win orienta-

tion and emphasis on extrinsic rewards (Gill et al., 1996). Further, it has been found that 

runners and ultra-marathoners are very goal oriented and competitive, but that they score low 

on win orientation. Summers et al. (1982) studied reasons for running a marathon among first 

time runners and found that personal challenge was the main reason for attempting a marathon, 

and successful completion was associated with feelings of deep personal awareness and 

satisfaction. These findings indicate existence of heterogeneity in underlying characteristics 

across individuals engaging in physical endurance challenges and those who are not, as 

selection into sports is not random. In addition, successful execution of endurance challenges 

can affect self-regulation positively. 

2.2.2 Success of athletes 

Sports participation and outcome in other aspects of life is a well-studied area. Most of the 

research within the field is based on U.S. data where former high school and college athletes 

have been studied and compared to people who did not engage in competitive sports during 

their education. There are numerous studies showing that high school and college athletes do 

better in both business life and education (Barron et al., 2000; Henderson et al., 2006b; 

Lipscomb, 2007; Long & Caudill, 1991). However, not all results indicate a linear positive 

relation between sports participation and labour market outcome. Henderson et al. (2006b) 

found that even though college athletes on average earn a wage premium, the premium is 

skewed and more than half of the former athletes actually earn less than non-athletes. What 

they also could see was that college athletes earn more in the fields of business, military and 

manual labour, which indicates that athletes might possess characteristics that are better suited 
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in certain environments. Nevertheless, there are also findings suggesting that sports 

participation have no, or even negative impact on earnings and educational attainments (Howell 

et al., 1984; Maloney and Cormick, 1993). However, in the study by Maloney and Cormick, the 

negative relation could be explained by the students’ background for most sports. 

Common for all studies mentioned above, is that they have only looked at the outcome of 

people participating in sports during their teenage and early twenties. But there are also studies 

looking at the effects of adult sport participation. Lechner (2009) used German data in order to 

analyze the effects of adult sports participation and found that leisure sports participation has a 

sizeable positive long-term effect on earnings as well as health and subjective well-being. 

Intuitively Lechner argues that one might expect that the positive association between sports 

participation and earnings could be due to one or several channels. The three channels he brings 

up are: direct productivity effects due to improved health, social networking effects that are 

particularly relevant for sports performed in group and lastly that sports involvement might 

signal employers that an individual enjoys good health and is motivated. Lechner made a 

similar study on the effects of sports and exercise on labour market outcome in Canada 

(Lechner & Sari, 2015), and also in this study positive income effects were found. However, to 

reap the full long-term benefits, an activity level above the minimum requirements 

recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO), is needed. To conclude this section, 

previous research has looked at fitness and athletic involvement in different stages of life and, 

even though not all studies are conclusive, the overall results indicate that sports participation 

has positive effects on the individuals’ success in the labour market. 

2.3 CEO characteristics, merits and firm performance 

As noted in section 2.1 a large body of literature indicates a significant impact of CEOs and 

their characteristics on firm outcomes. Furthermore, many studies have found that people with 

sports merits seem to be successful in many aspects of life on the individual level. Numerous 

studies have been conducted in which different CEO characteristics have been investigated and 

how they affect firm performance. However, up until today no study has empirically tested the 

relation between CEO sports merits and firm performance. In the below sections we will first 

outline a selection of previous literature looking at the impact of different CEO characteristics 

on firm outcome. Then, an insight into characteristics that could be prescribed to athletes, 

which might explain the good individual performance and positive perception of people with 

sports merits, will be presented. 

2.3.1 CEO characteristics affecting firm outcome 

A vast variety of CEO characteristics have been covered in previous research and most fre-

quently studied are observable ones such as age, tenure, education and financial position 

(Benmelech & Frydman, 2015; Elsilä et al., 2013; Karami et al., 2005). However, the model 

developed by Hambrick and Mason in 1984 (see Figure 1.), shows that the upper echelons 

perspective is just as much about psychological characteristics as observable ones, making it a 

study field bordering to both psychology and business research. 

Over the years, the interest for how CEO psychological characteristics affect firm strategy and 

performance has increased and several studies have been made within this area (Papadakis & 
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Barwise, 2002; Bertrand & Schoar, 2003; Herrmann & Datta, 2002; Hayward & Hambrick, 

1997; Carmeli et al., 2011; Chatterjee & Hambrick, 2007; Kaplan et al., 2012). Examples of 

CEO attributes that have been studied in upper echelon’s research are: hubris (Hayward & 

Hambrick, 1997), narcissism (Chatterjee & Hambrick, 2007), cognitive ability (Adams et al., 

2014) and general ability (Kaplan et al., 2012).  

Westerberg et al. (1997) is one of the few studies which has looked at the impact of CEO char-

acteristics on firm performance in a Swedish setting. They analyze the impact of CEO charac-

teristics on financial and market performance in small Swedish firms operating in turbulent 

environments. Three enduring characteristics of CEOs are considered; tolerance for ambiguity, 

self-efficacy and need for cognition. The results presented by Westerberg et al. show that the 

studied characteristics have a considerable impact on firms’ financial- and market performance. 

In particular, the results show that perceived self-efficacy has a significant impact on market 

performance, while the relation with financial performance was insignificant. 

Execution skills is a CEO characteristic studied by Kaplan et al. in 2012. They looked at com-

panies involved in buyouts and venture capital transactions and how individual CEO character-

istics relate to firm performance in such events. The results indicate that firm performance is 

positively related to the CEO’s general ability and execution skills. The authors use factor 

analysis to capture variations in CEO characteristics and the two main factors capture peoples’ 

general ability and peoples’ interpersonal skills. However, the second factor also has negative 

loadings for characteristics such as fast, aggressive, persistent, proactive, high standard and 

accountable; characteristics that reflect executive skills. For venture capital backed firms the 

results indicate that the interpersonal-team factor is negatively related with performance. This is 

consistent with findings by Bolton et al. (2008), who show that communication- and 

coordination-related abilities are less important for venture capital transactions since venture 

capital funded companies tend to be smaller and hence requires less coordination. Both of these 

studies confirm that small companies are affected by the CEO’s underlying ability, executive 

skills and perceived self-efficacy. 

A study looking at experienced based characteristics of CEOs, is one by Benmelech and 

Frydman (2015). They analyze the linkage between CEOs in publicly traded companies with 

military service experience and corporate outcomes, financial policies and managerial 

decisions. The authors provide evidence that firms, with a CEO who has done military service, 

are associated with ethical behaviour and conservative corporate outcomes. For example, the 

likelihood for fraud is reduced with 70% if the CEO has military experience, and CEOs with 

military background pursue lower corporate investments, use lower leverage, and perform 

better in times of industry downturns. The results thereby indicate that experiences and merits 

from the past can have a sizable impact on underlying characteristics, which in turn are 

reflected in CEO decision making and firm outcome.  

In the field of fitness and CEOs, Limbach and Sonnenburg (2015) presented a study in which 

they provide evidence for a positive impact of CEO fitness on firm profitability. Physically fit 

CEOs are further positively associated with firm value and M&A announcement returns. The 

effects are strongest for CEOs above median age, above median tenure and with high workload. 
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In this study, they look at CEOs in S&P 1 500 firms who have finished a marathon and use that 

as a proxy for fitness. The risk that fit CEOs might be in the reference group in the form of 

CEOs who perform other sports or participate in marathons is not covered in the study. 

According to the authors, it only means that the true effects of CEO fitness are underestimated. 

The study by Limbach and Sonnenburg is related to this one, but in contrast to their study, the 

main objective of this paper is to investigate more persistent characteristics of CEOs with sports 

merits rather than the fitness level in a certain year. 

These two studies indicate that CEO experience and lifestyle can have a considerable effect on 

firm strategy and performance. However, Biggerstaff et al. (2014) show that CEOs who spend 

too much time on engagements outside office might shirk their responsibilities as corporate 

leaders. Looking at CEOs who play golf they found that firms with CEOs who consumed most 

leisure in the form of golf, were less profitable than other firms in the sample. The take away 

from this study is that even though some experiences and engagements outside of work can be 

good for firm performance, this might not be the case for all sports and that there could be a 

limit regarding how much time a CEO can spend on leisure sports without shirking other 

responsibilities. 

2.3.2 Sports merits and CEO characteristics 

Next, a more detailed look into characteristics associated with athletes and presumed beneficial 

for CEOs is provided. First, we will bring up research looking at more persistent personality 

characteristics of athletes that can help us explain their prosperity. Then, explanations linked to 

motivation, self-efficacy and locus of control, relating to the desire of facing new challenges 

and ability to overcome obstacles, are presented. Then, an outline of some literature which 

explain the success of athletes from a health and fitness point of view will be presented. Even 

though fitness is not the variable of interest in this study, it can help us to explain why athletes 

are expected to be successful in business. Furthermore, it is likely that people taking on a sports 

challenge of the magnitude studied in this paper maintains relatively good physical health also 

after completion of the challenge. Finally, this section will end with a review of selection into 

sports. 

Personal traits of athletes 

Traits often associated with athletes are purposefulness, hard work and exceptional teamwork 

skills (Williams, 2013). Sport psychologist Graham Jones argues, in a paper from 2008, that 

there are many similarities between star athletes and successful business people. He claims that 

both of these groups possess mental toughness, which he argues is the real key to achieve 

excellence in both business and sports (Jones, 2008). 

Numerous empirical studies indicate that athletes possess or develop characteristics separating 

them from non-athletes. In a study from 2000, Barron et al. found evidence that much of the 

wage premium former high school athletes attained stemmed from their underlying 

characteristics. By identifying factors affecting sports participation they saw that ability and 

preference for leisure turned out to be the most influential parameters. When the authors 

controlled for ability, the relationship between athletic participation and educational and labour 

market outcomes became weaker. The reasoning behind this is that people with higher ability 
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and less preference for leisure are more likely to participate in athletic events. The results 

favour the interpretation of athletic participation as a proxy for heterogeneity in underlying 

characteristics of individuals in terms of ability and industriousness. These individuals would 

be more productive independent of prior participation in sports. 

In addition, Kniffin et al. (2015) found that participation in competitive sports in high school, 

apart from being relevant for early job prospects and career status, is associated with higher 

levels of leadership later in life. Moreover, the authors found that ex-athletes exhibited more 

prosocial behaviour compared to non-athletes in the form of volunteering and donating to char-

ity. Kniffin et al. argues that the results contribute to the understanding of traits possessed by 

former high school athletes and highlights the need for closer attention to the relevance of 

sports in the workplace. Findings in this section indicate that individuals with sports merits 

possess characteristics useful in a leadership position.  

Motivation, self-efficacy and locus of control 

In addition, individuals with sports merits are expected to display more leadership, self-

confidence and self-respect compared to people who have not been active in sports (Kniffin et 

al., 2015). This notion can be related to the concept of self-efficacy, a frequently studied trait in 

the domain of self-regulation. Numerous studies over the years have established a positive 

relation between self-efficacy and performance through motivation, goal setting and firmer goal 

commitment (Sitzmann & Yeo, 2013; Judge & Bono, 2001; Mento et al., 1987; Phillips & 

Gully, 1997). Wood and Bandura (1989) say that “perceived self-efficacy concerns people’s 

beliefs in their capabilities to mobilize the motivation, cognitive resources, and courses of 

action needed to exercise control over events in their lives” (Wood & Bandura, 1989, p. 364). 

The most efficient way to develop a strong self-efficacy is by performance success and the 

mastery of experiences. Other ways to build self-efficacy are through modeling
4
, social 

persuasion and by enhancing physical status. Improved physical status reduces stress levels and 

strengthens perceived capability in activities involving strength and stamina (Wood & Bandura, 

1989).  

Much of the initial research on self-efficacy have focused on the strength of the measure and 

then taken a task-specific or state-like approach. However, Chen et al. (2001) tried to validate 

the trait-like generality dimension of self-efficacy, called general self-efficacy. General self-

efficacy is defined as “individuals’ perception of their ability to perform across a variety of 

different situations” (Judge et al., 1998, p. 170). Significant personal triumphs serve as trans-

forming experiences and this generalizes the belief that one can mobilize the effort needed to 

succeed in various undertakings. Furthermore, Chen et al. (2001) argue, as many jobs are 

becoming more complex and the work environment can be characterised as stressful and fast 

changing, general self-efficacy is a valuable resource for organizations since it maintains 

motivation throughout rapid changes and high demands. However, the magnitude of the impact 

of self-efficacy has been questioned by Sitzmann and Yeo (2013). They argue that much of the 

relation between self-efficacy and performance can be explained by the fact that people with 

                                                 
4
 Modeling – Referred to in psychology as observational learning, a process of watching and imitating others. 
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high self-efficacy have been successful in the past and that self-efficacy, at best, has a moderate 

positive effect on future performance. 

A concept closely related to self-efficacy is locus of control. Locus of control relates to whether 

a person believes that the outcome of an event is inside or outside of their control. The concept 

is therefore somewhat different from self-efficacy, which relates to a person’s belief in her own 

ability to exercise control over an event. People with high internal locus of control believe that 

the outcome of an event is contingent on their own ability and characteristics, while people with 

an external locus of control believe that the outcome of events and peoples’ actions are outside 

of their control (Rotter, 1966). Furthermore, a positive relation has been established between 

internal locus of control and likelihood of regular physical exercise (Cobb-Clark et al., 2014). 

Wang et al. (2010) found that general locus of control has an explanatory power for work-

related criteria such as job satisfaction and salary. In studies on small firms it has been found 

that firms with CEOs having an internal locus of control are more profitable and less likely to 

go bankrupt than firms with CEOs having an external locus of control (Boone et al., 1996; 

Boone et al., 2000). Overall, these findings illustrate that successful fulfilment of personal 

aspirations and abilities can affect an individual both psychologically and behaviourally, 

resulting in a better performance as a leader. 

Consequences of physical training 

Today’s fast changing and globalized business environment adds pressure on leaders who in 

general are considered to have jobs with high demands and responsibilities (Lovelace et al., 

2007). Stress is discussed as an issue at many work places today and most professional business 

people are used to handle stressful situations. Brown (1991) is one of many scholars who have 

looked at the relation between fitness and stress and his results indicate that objective fitness 

levels buffer stress and can moderate adverse effects of stressful life events. In addition to being 

good for stress handling, physical fitness is considered to lead to improved mood, self-concept 

and work behaviour (Folkins & Sime, 1981). Lovelace et al. (2007) studied the importance of 

fitness and health for individuals in leadership positions. They argue that physical fitness is 

fundamental in order to build physical, psychological and social resilience, and hence is essen-

tial for leaders to sustain healthful regeneration. On the same theme Neck et al. (2000) describe 

the importance of fitness for top executive leaders and their organizations. For example, they 

argue that fit leaders have better stamina, mental focus and ability to cope with stress. Further, 

there are researchers who have looked at cognitive effects of physical training. Even though the 

results are a bit ambiguous, the overall findings indicate that fitness training has robust but 

selective benefits for cognition with the most prominently effects found for executive control 

processes such as planning, scheduling, inhibition and working memory. (Colcombe & Kramer, 

2003; Folkins & Sime, 1981; Kramer et al., 1999).  

However, as a result of the current fitness trend in which normal people train more and harder, 

warnings have been raised that too much training could be harmful. Frequent high-intensity 

training over short periods exposes the body to stress and can result in overtraining (Gudiol, 

2014; Seiler & Tønnessen, 2009). Moderate levels of physical activity have been found to 

reduce the risk of sudden health complications most efficiently (Schnohr et al., 2015). 
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Level of fitness can also, apart from befitting the health, affect how a person is perceived by 

other people. It has been found that overweight people tend to be perceived as less effective in 

the workplace, both in terms of performance and interpersonal relations (Kwoh, 2013). In 

addition, people in good physical shape are in general considered more attractive and a positive 

association has been found between facial attractiveness and physical health (Shackelford & 

Larsen, 1999). Facial attractiveness is in turn a trait argued to be of significance for CEO suc-

cess. Halford and Hsu (2014) found that CEO appearance is positively related with shareholder 

value and argue that the additional value generated stems from two channels, negotiation and 

visibility. 

Referring back to the quote at the beginning of this paper, the literature outlined provides con-

text to the core domain of this research, namely the underlying causes of the association 

between engagement in sports and beneficial characteristics for executives.  

The figure below displays how this study is positioned in the Hambrick and Mason 1984 upper 

echelons framework. As can be seen, it is expected that sports merited CEOs, apart from being 

influenced by the experience of performing the demanding endurance challenge (observable 

characteristics), also will possess psychological traits prescribed to people prone to engage in 

sports. These characteristics are in turn expected to affect firm performance, both directly and 

indirectly through strategic choices.  

 

 

Upper Echelon Characteristics Strategic Choices Performance

Psychological
Cognitive base
Values

Addition:
Underlying
psychological 
characteristics
of people prone to
engage in sports

Observable
Age
Functional tracks
Other career experiences
Education
Socioeconomic roots
Financial position
Group characteristics

Addition:
Sports merits (experience)
successful completion of
demanding endurance
challenge

Product innovation
Unrelated diversification
Related diversification
Acquisition
Capital intensity
Plant and equipment 
newness
Backward integration
Forward integration
Financial leverage
Administrative complexity
Response time

Profitability 
Variations in profitability
Growth 
Survival

Figure 1. shows Hambrick & Mason’s (1984) upper echelons perspective of organizations, with some additions. The text in bold in the “Upper Echelon 
Characteristics” box describes and points out how the executive characteristics studied in this paper are positioned in the framework. The performance variables 
in bold indicates which firm performance variables that are of interest in this study.

The objective situation
(external and internal)

 

  

Figure 1. 
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3 Development of hypotheses 

A vast majority of the research anchored in the upper echelons theory regarding executive 

impact on firm outcome agree that the CEO has an unneglectable influence over firm strategy 

and performance. The magnitude of how much CEO characteristics are reflected in firms’ pol-

icies and outcomes is conditional on many factors. In the current business environment in 

which top managers face considerable responsibilities and demands, it is argued that CEOs’ 

impact on companies is even more evident than before. Furthermore, in smaller companies with 

less complex organizations and fewer managers the importance of the CEO is argued to be even 

more distinct than in bigger, more complex organizations. 

 

Today it is well established that physical exercise is beneficial for both physical and mental 

health. In addition, people with sports merits are often associated with traits such as motivated, 

competitive and high self-efficacy. Additionally, sports merits are often looked upon 

favourably, not least by executive recruiters. Selection into sports participation is not random 

and it has been argued that athletic engagement is a proxy for heterogeneity in underlying 

characteristics. Research on people who have been engaged in sports and their outcome in other 

aspects in life such as education, income and health indicate that former athletes on average 

achieve more success than non-athletes within all these areas. These associations have further 

been found to hold true for leisure sport involvement among adults. 

 

In previous research, it has been found that the experiences and lifestyle of CEOs can have a 

sizable impact on firms’ strategic choices and performance. Firms with physically fit CEOs for 

example, are associated with better performance than firms having non-fit CEOs. The 

characteristics prescribed to athletes and the findings when it comes to prosperity of people 

involved in sports makes it reasonable to believe that characteristics of athletes are affecting the 

success of corporate leaders. Therefore, we expect CEOs with sports merits from performing 

demanding physical endurance challenges to be significantly associated with accounting firm 

performance in SMEs. 

 

In order to measure accounting firm performance in SMEs previous literature suggest that more 

than one type of measure should be employed to gain a richer understanding (Westerberg et al., 

1997). As most SMEs are non-public, financial market measures are not to consider. In most 

SME studies, a measure of profitability is used as the only, or one of the main performances 

metrics. Based on this we will test the following hypothesis: 

 

H1: CEOs with sports merits from endurance challenges are positively associated with 

firm profitability. 

 

Second to profitability, market performance measures are the most frequently used metrics used 

in SME studies. Market performance in the form of sales growth is argued to be a distinct 

dimension of firm performance, and it should be included together with profitability in SME 

studies in order to gain a better understanding of firm outcome. Based on this we will test the 

following hypothesis: 
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H2: CEOs with sports merits from endurance challenges are positively associated with 

firm market performance. 

 

The figure below is an illustration of the hypotheses development and how sports merited 

CEOs’ characteristics are expected to impact firm accounting performance. 

Underlying characteristics
of people prone to successfully 

engage in sports

Sports merits
(performing endurance challenges)  
New sports related characteristics 

are developed and others enhanced

Sports merited CEOs possessing 
characteristics associated with 
successful sports practitioners

CEO characteristics affect 
firm strategic choices

Figure 2. is an illustration of where characteristics of sports merited CEOs are expected to descend and how 
they directly and indirectly affect accounting performance in the two hypotheses.  

H1:
Firm profitability

H2:
Firm market performance

 

 

4 Data sample and selection 

4.1 Company information and accounting data 

In the process of collecting data, we have used two sources. Company information, including 

accounting data, information about CEO and board members and company background infor-

mation, was gathered from the Serrano Database. The Serrano Database contains comprehen-

sive and aggregated information about Swedish companies of different sizes and legal forms, 

making it suitable for the purpose of this study since the focus will be on the performance of 

SMEs. 

The Serrano Database contains financial history on the company level and is based on financial 

statement data from the Swedish Company Registrations Office (Bolagsverket). All limited 

companies (Aktiebolag) in Sweden have to be registered at the Swedish Company Registration 

Office and submit their annual report to the authority after the end of each fiscal year 

(Bolagsverket, 2015). In addition, the dataset contains general company information from 

Figure 2. 
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Statistics Sweden (Statistiska centralbyrån), bankruptcy information from Swedish Companies 

Registration Office, and group data from PAR’s register
5
.  

An advantage with the Serrano Database is that it only contains one data entry per calendar year 

for every company making the values easily comparable. It is a controlled and quality assured 

database in which underlying register data for companies having broken fiscal year is trans-

formed and modified into comparable calendar year values (PAR, 2015).  

4.2 Sports merits data 

In order to separate out CEOs with sports merits who are considered to possess the persistent 

characteristics of interest in this study, we used information on participants in a demanding 

endurance challenge. In order to successfully complete the challenge a considerable personal 

investment in terms of practice, time and motivation is required.  

The endurance challenge will from now on be referred to as “the challenge” and a CEO who 

has completed the challenge is hereafter referred to as a “sports merited CEO”. The data we 

have access to contain more than 30 years of information on individuals who have completed 

the challenge up until recently. In addition, the dataset contains information about gender, age, 

how many times the person has completed the challenge, the year they completed the challenge 

for the first time and the year for the latest completed challenge. 

4.3 Data matching and selection 

The original dataset from the Serrano Database contains personal identity numbers of all board 

members and top managers in each firm. In addition to the information listed above, the 

original data file of participants in the challenge contains information on personal identity 

numbers. In order to protect the integrity of the people and firms in the databases we (the 

authors) have not handled data files containing personal identity numbers nor corporate identity 

numbers. Before we were allowed access to the data files, a professional independent third 

party anonymised the sensitive information. In this process, personal identity numbers have 

been replaced with a unique random number for each anonymous person and corporate identity 

numbers have been replaced with a unique random number for each anonymous firm. By 

matching our data on a variable containing a unique number for each individual, we can expect 

a 100% correct matching. This is a strength of our study compared to some other studies in the 

field of CEO characteristics and firm performance, which use matching by name, age and other 

non-exclusive variables causing a considerable risk for miss match (Limbach & Sonnenburg, 

2015). Anonymous data also mitigates the risk of bias in the data selection and screening 

process. 

In order to secure quality and relevance of the data, a thorough data selection process has been 

applied in order to make sure that data is matched in the right way and that the final sample is 

suitable and representative for analysis. We started by matching the right CEO to the right firm 

year. In the Serrano Database, there is information of when CEOs were appointed and when 

they stepped down from their position as CEO. By using this information, we can see who held 

the CEO position in a certain company during a specific year. Since we will look at CEO 

                                                 
5
 PAR is one of Sweden’s leading companies within business information (PAR, Bisnode, 2015).  
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impact on firm performance, we have chosen to exclude all firm years in which the company 

changed CEO. The reason for doing this is because it will be hard to determine which CEO 

who had the biggest impact on the total performance during years of CEO change. Even though 

a new CEO enters in the first half of the year, it could be that much of the planning and 

budgeting for the full year are already done, which would constrain the new CEO’s discretion 

during the first year. 

4.3.1 Data screening 

Furthermore, in the data selection process we have chosen to exclude all firm year observations 

in which CEO information is missing. In cases when the data indicates that there are two or 

more CEOs in the same year we have chosen to exclude those firm year observations since we 

cannot with certainty tell which person had the most impact on firm performance. The number 

of female sports merited CEOs in our sample is very small in comparison to the total number of 

sports merited CEOs. Therefore, in order to get a more homogenous group of CEOs, which is 

more suitable for comparative analysis, we have chosen to exclude female CEOs in this study.  

In order to make the observations more easily comparable we have excluded all companies not 

classified as limited companies, such as public entities, municipalities and social insurance 

offices etcetera. Previous research has found that the performance varies between state owned 

compaines and privately owned companies (Megginson & Netter, 2001). In addition, different 

legal entities often have different purposes and goals, making it hard to compare them using the 

same accounting performance measures. 

As a consequence of including all registered limited companies in the database, many years 

have observations for both the parent company and the subsidiaries. In those cases, we have 

excluded the observations for the subsidiaries and only kept the observation containing the con-

solidated financial statement for the group, or, in occasions when there is no consolidated state-

ment, the financial statement of the parent company. The logic behind this choice is the 

common practice to use consolidated financial statements when analyzing firm accounting per-

formance and in addition, many or all companies within a group often have the same CEO. Our 

accounting information is based on consolidated financial statements for company groups, the 

parent company’s financial statement in company groups which do not prepare consolidated 

financial statements, and financial statements of independent limited companies. 

As this is an SME study all companies not fitting within this definition are dropped. In this 

study we have chosen do define SMEs as companies with 10 to 250 employees, a definition 

often used in SME research on the European market (Aragón-Sánchez & Sánchez-Marín, 

2005). Furthermore, this is also how the European Commission is defining SMEs (European 

Commission, 2015). This demarcation results in a generous sample of firms from various 

industries. In line with much previous accounting performance research, we choose to exclude 

financial- and insurance companies since their performance is argued to be weakly related to 

their operations, which could lead to divergent values (Benmelech & Frydman, 2015; Penman 

& Zhang, 2002).  

To make sure that the sample does not include inactive companies or companies that do not get 

their income from their core operations we have excluded all companies with a net turnover less 
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than 3 million SEK.
6
 We have also excluded observations where the industry variable is 

classified as others or left unclassified. 

4.3.2 Outliers 

The Swedish Company Registrations Office only controls that the annual reports fulfil the form 

requirements before they are registered. The company’s board is responsible for the financial 

information in the annual reports meaning that the Swedish Company Registrations Office does 

not control the financial information before publication. Since the financial information in the 

Serrano Database is not controlled by any authority there is a risk of values in the data which 

might be very deviating and are poor reflections of certain companies’ true financial perfor-

mance. 

Accounting ratios are commonly used for performance evaluation in both accounting research 

and practice (Frecka & Hopwood, 1983). Deviations from normal distributions in accounting 

ratios often occurs when a sample contains extreme observations. Such outliers have been 

found to have a sizeable impact on sample variations and precision (Frecka & Hopwood, 1983). 

In an article by Lev and Sunder (1979), they raised the issue of reliability and validity of 

accounting data in quantitative research. The doubt whether errors exists in the data often arises 

when there are extreme and unreasonable values in the dataset. The most common method 

argued for in the statistical literature is plotting the data and take a closer look into the obser-

vations that deviate significantly to detect obvious errors (Newbold et al., 2010; Wooldridge, 

2009). The reasoning behind this logic is that there could be values substantially larger than 

other values, although still correct. Using a mechanical statistical method for manipulating the 

dataset could therefore result in erroneous data. However, to exclude data manually through 

graphical analysis is only manageable in cases where the dataset consists of a modest number of 

observations. In our dataset, the number of observations makes it practically impossible to 

exclude the erroneous observations based on graphical analysis by plotting the data. 

Lev and Sunder further discuss the methodological issues in the use of financial ratios. They 

describe two different mechanical techniques to handle outliers, trimming and winsorizing. 

Trimming is a technique in which the tails are dropped e.g. on the 1% or 5% level. Winsorizing 

on the other hand, replaces the outlier with the nearest observation, and the tails are determined 

in the same way as trimming. 

According to Hellerstein (2008), the trimming technique handles skewed datasets with long 

tails more safely, whereas winsorizing puts more weight on the edges of the distribution and is 

therefore more suitable for normally distributed datasets. When observing the distributions of 

the dependent variables in our dataset we see that they are not normally distributed, and we 

have therefore chosen to use the trimming technique, and trimmed the dataset by excluding 1% 

from each tail of the dependent variables
7
. Additionally, in order to ensure the quality of the 

                                                 
6
 According to SCB, female blue-collar employees, which is the lowest paid group within the private sector, had an 

average monthly salary of approximately 20 thousand SEK before tax, during the examined period. When 

aggregating the total gross salary plus the payroll taxes (31.42% since 2009 and higher before) we end up at total 

personnel costs of slightly above 3 million SEK. This means that in order for the company’s operation to finance 

10 fulltime employees, it would have to generate revenues of a bit more than 3 million SEK, given no other costs. 
7
 Trimming is not applicable for the sports merited CEO variable as it is a dummy (which will be introduced later). 
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data and securing that outliers do not drive the results, we have excluded values considered 

unreasonable in the independent variables. The time period of 10 years from 2003 to 2012 is 

consciously chosen to capture both periods of recession and recovery in the economy as well as 

allowing us controlling for as many variables as possible. 

In Table i. the number of observations dropped in each screening step is found. The final data is 

an unbalanced panel data
8
 set consisting of 93 261 observations. The number of CEOs in the 

sample is 21 779 of which 359 are classified as sports merited CEOs, and a total of 1 418 

observations in which CEOs are characterised as sport merited. The number of CEOs goes from 

being fewer to more than the number of firms after dropping based on number of employees. 

This might be because it is more common in micro companies (fewer than 10 employees) that 

the same person is CEO in more than one company, than in larger firms. In the final dataset, we 

have more CEOs than firms, which indicate that some firms have switched CEO during the 

examined period. 

 

Table i. Observations dropped in the data screening process 

Description of observations lost Δ Observations # Observations # Firms # CEOs 

Initial accounting data observations 
 

4 525 512 
  

Match with CEO data observations -3 592 982 932 530 
  

Dropping for missing accounting values -424 520 508 010 94 629 88 976 

Dropping for financial industry and missing 
industry classification  

-53 136 454 874 84 341 82 279 

Dropping if no. employees >250, or <10 -315 514 139 360 27 608 30 095 

Drop if turnover <3.000.000 -2 288 137 072 26 936 29 727 

Drop all women -11 638 125 434 24 739 26 434 

Drop all years before 2003 -28 498 96 936 21 336 22 413 

Drop 1 % tails ROA and GIS (some 
observations are overlapping) 

-3 675 93 261 20 659 21 779 

Final sample   93 261 20 659 21 779 

 

5 Method 

To get a better understanding of our data and the characteristics of sports merited CEOs we will 

start our analysis by examining descriptive statistics of our data and perform univariate 

correlation analysis. The results from this will be presented in section 6 and 7. Thereafter, in 

order to study if there is any significant difference in performance between sports merited 

CEOs and CEOs not defined as sports merited, we will develop two models based on previous 

research on firm performance and CEO characteristics. The models are used on both the full 

                                                 
8
 Unbalanced panel data is time serial data where observations are missing for a number of companies in certain 

years. The reason for why observations are missing is because of our exclusion in the screening process, new firms 

that did not exist in the beginning of the time period, firms that have grown in our out of the SME definition and 

firms which have ended their operations during the studied time period.  
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sample and a matched sample of observations. The statistical program used for data analysis is 

Stata. 

5.1 Model development 

In order to study the effect of characteristics associated with sports merited CEOs and firm 

accounting performance, we have developed a model inspired by previous research on SMEs 

and the effect of CEO characteristics on firm outcome. The model developed is estimated by 

running ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions, which is a method commonly used in previ-

ous studies on CEO characteristics and firm performance (Limbach & Sonnenburg, 2015; 

Benmelech & Frydman, 2015; Biggerstaff et al. 2014). In addition, two stage least squares 

(2SLS) regressions will be used to overcome problems with endogeneity. How the 2SLS test is 

conducted will be described in detail in section 5.4.1. In the next sections the model develop-

ment and the chosen variables are discussed. 

5.1.1 Dependent variables 

In previous research on CEO characteristics, firm performance has been measured using 

different types of metrics (Limbach & Sonnenburg, 2015; Kaplan et al., 2012; Richard et al., 

2009). There is no set of standard metrics used universally throughout all studies and there is no 

consensus on how to evaluate performance of SMEs in empirical research. Various studies use 

different measures often without any further justification (Rosenbusch, 2011). Organizational 

performance comprises three distinct areas of firm outcome: (i) financial performance (profits, 

return on assets etc.); (ii) product market performance (sales, market share etc.); and (iii) 

shareholder return (total shareholder return etc.) (Richard et al., 2009). Which measures to use 

depends on the study and authors have chosen to use different combinatons of metrics. 

While often being correlated over time, various types of performance measures are argued to 

capture different aspects of firm performance and therefore it is reasonable to include more than 

one type of measure in SME studies in order to yield a better understaning of organizational 

perfromance (Westerberg et al., 1997). Examples of this can be found in the study by 

Westerberg et al. (1997), in which the authors destiguish between financial performance and 

market performance, and in Daily and Dalton’s study from 1992, in which measures are 

devided into investor- and accoutning returns. 

Access to objective accounting data has been a problem in many previous SME studies, result-

ing in that numerous papers in the field have relied on subjective performance measures based 

on questionnaires answered by the firms’ management team (Aragón-Sánchez & Sánchez-

Martin, 2005; Wolff & Pett, 2006; Westerberg et al., 1997). A strength of this study is that 

more objective performance measures will be assesed through the use of accounting data. 

Accounting measures are the most commonly used measures for organizational performance 

and has proven to be higly correlated with economic rates of return
9
. However, it has to be kept 

                                                 
9
 Economic earnings can be measured in how much cash flow the firm can pay out to shareholders without 

impairing the productive capacity of the firm, while accounting earnings are affected by accounting choices such 

as valuation of assets and capitalization of expenditures (Bodie et al., 2011, p. 812). 
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in mind that accounting measures can be disorted by accounting policies
10

, human errors and 

deception (Richard et al., 2009).  

In this study we have chosen two performance measures: one profitability measure and one 

market performance measure. Since our sample consists of mainly unlisted companies, finan-

cial market returns are not to consider in this study. Below, the dependent variables used in this 

study are described in more detail. 

ROA (return on total assets), is the most commonly used profitability measure within the cate-

gory of accounting returns (Rosenbusch et al., 2011). This is also the performance measure we 

have found to be most frequently used in SME studies (Rosenbusch et al., 2011; Arosa et al., 

2013; Wolf & Pett, 2006; Christensen et al., 2010). ROA measures the profitability of a com-

pany’s operations and mixes aspects of operating and financing activities (Penman, 2013). The 

measure shows the capacity of the firm’s assets to generate profits. In contrast to return on 

equity, which is another commonly used performance measure, ROA is not affected by the 

firm’s debt policies and has been argued to be a better measure of the firms’ fundamental per-

formance (Hagel et al., 2010).  

Furthermore, it has been argued that the best measure of company performance is how effec-

tively the firm’s assets are used. Income measures such as return on sales does not indicate how 

efficiently the firm uses its assets. Asset heavy companies need a high sales margin to generate 

reasonable return on assets while asset light companies can generate generous asset return even 

with thin sales margins. Managers today often have the choice to outsource management of 

certain assets and processes in the value chain. This results in that differences in outsourcing 

policies can cause big variations in return on sales levels also within industries (Hagel et al., 

2010). 

GIS (growth in sales), is one of the most commonly used accounting based market performance 

metrics, measuring firm growth (Rosenbusch et al., 2011). In line with suggestions in previous 

literature we choose to use one measure for market performance since growth can sometimes be 

accomplished on the expense of profitability and vice versa (Wolff & Pett, 2006; Westerberg et 

al., 1997). To get a more comprehensive understanding of the SMEs’ performance it is rea-

sonable to look at both profitability and market performance.  

5.1.2 Sports merits variable 

The variable of interest in this study, sport merited CEO, is a dummy variable taking the value 

of one if the CEO is characterized as sports merited and otherwise zero. This means that the 

dummy indicates if the CEO has sports merits from performing endurance challenges, regard-

less if the merit is newly acquired or several years old. This dummy is a proxy for the persistent 

personal characteristics that athletic people with merits from successfully performing the 

challenge are expected to possess. Important to point out here is that the variable of interest in 

this study is considered to be a proxy and not an event for which a causal relation will be 

established. The demanding character of the challenge makes us argue that CEOs who have 

performed the challenge are expected to exhibit a number of distinguishing and persistent 

characteristics separating them from the average CEO. These characteristics do not necessarily 

                                                 
10

 Since we look primarily at non-listed companies we do not take into consideration the shift in accounting 

standards that took place in 2005 for listed companies when IFRS was introduced (PWC, 2015). 
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suddenly appear as the challenge is completed but might have been exhibited already before the 

CEO completed the challenge. With this said, we also acknowledge that the challenge can act 

as a transformational event during which new characteristics are developed and others are 

enhanced. See Figure 2. for an illustration of where the characteristics of sports merited CEOs 

are expected to descend and how they relate to firm accounting performance.  

Within social, medical and economic science, the common procedure in experimental or obser-

vational studies is to try to establish a causal relationship between an observed event and some 

outcome. To be able to prove a causal relation between an event and a subsequent outcome a 

number of conditions have to be fulfilled and ceteris paribus meaning “other relevant factors 

being equal”, plays an important role (Wooldridge, 2009, p.12). When the propensity of 

treatment or, in this case, performing the challenge is considered to be affected by unobserved 

characteristics the variable is said to be endogenous. This is problematic when attempting to 

establish causal relationships and researchers try to control for this in different ways (Frölich, 

2008). An approach used in previous papers on CEO characteristics and firm performance, is to 

use an instrumental variable (IV) approach, to control for endogeneity in the variable for which 

a causal relationship will be investigated (Benmelech & Frydman, 2015
11

;
 
Biggerstaff et al., 

2014
12

). This method isolates the covariance of the variable of interest and the outcome variable 

through the use of an exogenous variable, an instrument. 

However, in this study the main objective is not to establish a causal relationship between the 

challenge per se and firm performance, but we expect the sports merits variable to be an 

observational proxy for unobserved characteristics (see Figure 2.), and it is the effect of these 

characteristics on firm performance which we seek to investigate. 

As described in the literature review, selection into adult sports participation is not random and 

there are several background variables affecting the likelihood of being active in sports as an 

adult. In addition, sports participation is also argued to lead to the development and 

enhancement of characteristics (see Figure 2). Based on previous research, sports merited 

CEOs who have completed the endurance challenge are, to a high extent, expected to possess 

the following characteristics: 

 Motivation, competitiveness and execution skills. CEOs with sports merits from 

successfully completing endurance challenges are considered to possess high levels of 

motivation and discipline. In addition, it has been found that runners and ultra-

marathoners are goal oriented and competitive. Furthermore, persistence and execution 

skills could also be expected by people who are successful in their athletic undertakings. 

Therefore, we expected the individuals who have successfully completed the challenge 

to be highly motivated, competitive and possess execution skills. 

 

 High general self-efficacy and internal locus of control. We expect CEOs who have 

been successful in physical endurance challenges to have a belief in themselves and 

their innate ability and capability to affect the outcome of events. Even though accom-

plishments within sports might not have a direct impact of people’s job self-efficacy and 

                                                 
11

 Benmelech and Frydman (2015) used birth cohort as an instrument for military service as the likelihood of being 

drafted to the military was higher for some cohorts than others. 
12

 Biggerstaff et al. (2014) used the number of non-cloudy days in the states where the firms are headquartered is 

argued to affect how much golf the CEO plays but not the performance of the firm. 
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locus of control, we expect completion of challenges of this magnitude to serve as 

transformational events, increasing general self-efficacy and internal locus of control, 

which in turn can affect performance in the workplace. Furthermore, people engaging in 

regular physical training have been found to demonstrate higher self-efficacy and 

internal locus of control (Inouea et al., 2015; Cobb-Clark et al., 2014). 

 

 Physically healthy and perceived as competent. Fitness is a trait that has been found to 

be temporal and can both be built up and lost in relatively short periods of time (Coyle 

et al., 1984). However, given the amount of training and physical status needed in order 

to complete the challenge successfully, we believe that most people who decide to take 

on the challenge have some basic interest for physical training and will maintain a good 

physical health even after the challenge is completed. In addition, physically active 

individuals are found to be perceived as more attractive and efficient, making us argue 

that sport merited CEOs are perceived are credible by people in their surroundings. 

The list of characteristics above is exhaustive but not exclusive. 

There are two main reasons for choosing the sports merits variable as a dummy variable. 

Firstly, we argue that the presence or strength of the personal characteristics this variable rep-

resents does not increase linearly with the number of times a person complete the challenge. 

Secondly, a majority of the CEOs who have completed the challenge have only done it once 

meaning that using a continuous variable would only have an effect on a limited number of 

observations. 

5.1.3 Control variables 

In the model, two categories of control variables are used. The first category consists of 

observable CEO characteristics, which have been found to influence firm strategy and 

performance. The second one relates to company specific variables that have been argued to 

influence firm accounting performance. When possible, we have written the effect we expect 

the variables to have on performance. Observe that the expected sign of the variables can be the 

same or different for the respective dependent variables. In order to obtain distributions close to 

normal distribution some of the variables are adjusted to natural logarithms. The variables are 

described and discussed below and in appendix Table 6. a description of how all variables in 

the models are estimated can be found. 

CEO control variables 

As we study the impact of a certain category CEO characteristics on firm accounting 

performance it is of interest to control for other heterogeneous characteristics among CEOs 

which have proven to affect firm performance in previous research, in order to make sure that 

the results do not depend on observable heterogeneity among the CEOs. 

CEO age, is an indication of a person’s life- and work life experience. CEO age has been found 

to be associated with risk taking and managerial style (Bertrand & Schoar, 2003). In addition, it 

is suggested that a person’s cognitive and physical ability will decline with age (Verhaegen & 

Salthouse, 1997).The sign of the variable is hard to predict for both GIS and ROA, and no clear 

direction of the relation has been established in previous studies (Limbach & Sonnenburg, 

2015; Hayes & Schaefer, 1999). 
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CEO tenure, is a variable that indicates the experience a manager has in a certain company and 

industry. A long tenure also shows a long-term commitment to the firm, which can facilitate 

long-term investments (Arosa et al., 2013). At the same time it has been argued that long CEO 

tenure can lead to mental and physical exhaustion as well as resitance to change (Limbach & 

Sonnenburg, 2015; Arosa et al., 2013). The impact of tenure has been found to be different 

across industries. In the slow moving food industry, tenure has poved to have a positive impact 

on firm performance, in comparison to the fast moving IT  industry where tenure has a negative 

relation with company performance (Henderson et al., 2006a). Thus, the expected sign is hard 

to predict for both performanc measures. 

CEO gender, has been argued to influence firm performance and in a study by Watson and 

Robinson (2003) it was found that profits in male-controlled SMEs were larger than for female-

controlled SMEs. These findings are in line with prior research within the area. However, after 

adjusting for risk they found no significant difference in performance. As discussed earlier, we 

have chosen to exclude all women CEOs due to the very low number of observations and will 

not control for gender. 

CEO education, is a variable that controls for how long, or which type of education a person 

has. Educational background might affect how people think, act and solve different types of 

situations and hence will affect firm strategy and performance. For example, managers holding 

an MBA have been found to pursue more aggressive strategies (Bertrand & Schoar, 2003). 

Education has not been controlled for in this study due to inaccessibility. 

CEO duality, indicates if the CEO also is chairman of the board. Small firms are different from 

large companies in many ways, including ownership concentration and role integration, which 

makes CEO duality more common (Arosa et al., 2013). If the CEO also is chairman, the infor-

mation gap between CEO and the board is mitigated. Furthermore, the risk of conflict between 

the CEO and the chairman is eliminated, which should lead to more effective and consistent 

strategic decision-making. However, the agency theory implies that the two positions better be 

separated since the board of directors are expected to monitor top management, and CEO dual-

ity increase the risk that the CEO will undertake self-serving activities (Arosa et al., 2013). 

Therefore, it is hard say in advance which sign the variable will have in the GIS- and ROA 

regressions. 

CEO founder, is a variable indicating if the CEO of the company also is the founder. This 

variable has been included in previous studies as an indication of the power the CEO has over 

the board and other managers (Adams et al., 2005; Limbach & Sonnenburg, 2015). Adams et 

al. (2005) found that the CEO founder variable had a significant positive impact on firm per-

formance. However, in this study we have not controlled for this due to inaccessibility of infor-

mation. 

Firm control variables 

Companies have different characteristics that affect their market- and financial performance. It 

is common practice to control for firm characteristics but which and how many variables to 

control for varies between different studies. In order to mitigate the risk that our results will be 
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driven by observable firm heterogeneity we have chosen to control for the variables described 

below which all, in previous research, have been argued to impact firm performance.  

Firm size, is a measure of how large the operations of a firm are. In line with the arguing by 

Sing et al. (2010) we use sales to control for size
13

. Bigger firms often have the benefit of 

having larger economies of scale, better routines and control systems. At the same time, large 

firms can be argued to be less flexible than smaller ones. However, overall the literature 

suggests that there should be a positive impact of size for both profitability and growth in SMEs 

(Aragón-Sánchez & Sánchez-Marín, 2005; Yazdanfar & Öhman, 2015). 

Firm age, indicates which stage of the lifecycle a company is in. Companies might have 

different strategic goals depending on which stage of the lifecycle they are in. For young 

companies, growth might be more important than profitability, while more mature companies 

possibly have the opposite goal. There are also aspects of experience, routines and flexibility 

that are reflected in a firm’s age. The effect of firm age on firm performance has been 

ambiguous in studies on larger firms (Limbach & Sonnenburg, 2015; Rosenbusch et al., 2011). 

However, in SME studies the effect of firm age on performance has been found to be negative 

on both growth and profitability (Yazdanfar & Öhman, 2015). 

Board size, is a measure of how many members there are in the company board. The size of the 

board is a well-studied phenomenon within the field of corporate governance, but the effect 

board size has on firm performance is not clear (Arosa et al., 2013). Some benefits associated 

with larger boards are better access to various recourses, better ability to monitor managers and 

a deeper level of intellectual capital in the boardroom (Arosa et al., 2013). Although at the same 

time, large boards lead to increased costs associated with coordination, flexibility and commu-

nication. No optimal board size has been recommended in the corporate governance literature 

(Christensen et al., 2010). However, recent studies have found a negative association between 

board size and firm profitability and therefore we expect the sign of the variable to be negative 

in the ROA model (Christensen et al., 2010; Arosa et al., 2013). The effect of board size on 

SME growth is beforehand uncertain. 

Ownership structure, is an indication of how concentrated the ownership in the company is and 

impact on how the company is managed and governed. A concentrated ownership structure 

provides the owners with the means to influence manager decisions while dispersed ownership 

shifts the capacity to influence firm strategy and decisions towards its managers. Concentrated 

ownership also leads to reduced agency problems. The effect of ownership concentration on 

firm performance has not been conclusive in previous studies (Christensen et al., 2010; 

Lappalainen & Niskanen, 2012). In this study, the variable is not considered due to 

inaccessibility. 

Leverage, is an indication of how the operations of the firm are financed. Leverage levels can 

vary much between industries and also across firms. Higher leverage is often associated with 

higher risk, and due to loan terms from debt providers high leverage can result in constraints on 

management discretion, as managers have to avoid covenant violations and prevent adverse 
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 Firm size measures are normally based on sales, assets or number of employees. In line with previous SME 

studies we choose to measure size through total sales (Yazdanfar & Öhman, 2015; Aragón-Sánchez & Sánchez-

Marín, 2005). 
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effects of debt ratings (Bowen et al., 2008). High leverage levels might also reduce the 

recourses a firm can put into new investments and hence result in dysfunctional decision 

making when it comes to investments (Christensen et al., 2010). In line with previous SME 

studies, we expect the effect of leverage on ROA to be negative, while the effect on growth is 

expected to be positive (Arosa et al., 2013; Lappalainen & Niskanen, 2012). 

CAPEX (capital expenditures), is a measure of how much a firm invests in fixed assets and is a 

proxy for growth. It has previously been found that CAPEX have a significant positive impact 

on firm performance in SMEs (Haniffa & Hudaib, 2006). However, due to inaccessibility of 

CAPEX numbers this variable has not been controlled for. 

R&D (research & development) investments, is a variable that controls for the firm’s techno-

logical complexity and risk (Limbach & Sonnenburg, 2015). Investments in R&D are associ-

ated with risk but can also over time result in higher returns. The effect of R&D expenditures 

on firm performance have been different in previous studies (Limbach & Sonnenburg, 2015). 

However, in this study we have not included this variable due to inaccessibility. 

Working capital management efficiency, is a measure of how well the company’s working 

capital is managed. Efficient management leads to shorter cash conversion cycles while bad 

management leads to longer time between outlay and cash recovery. García‐Teruel and 

Martínez‐Solano (2007) found that working capital management and shorter cash conversion 

cycles had a positive impact on profitability in SMEs. In this study we have used number of 

days accounts receivable as a proxy for working capital management efficiency, which is one of 

the working capital measures which have been found to have a significant impact on firm 

performance (Deloof, 2003; García‐Teruel & Martínez‐Solano, 2007). The sign of the variable 

is expected to be negative for profitability. However, for growth we expect a positive effect 

since growth in accounts receivable means more products and services delivered and hence 

growth in sales. 

Liquidity, indicates the firm’s ability to meet its obligations and invest in new projects and has 

been frequently used in previous studies (Limbach & Sonnenburg, 2015; Benmelech & 

Frydman, 2015). In this paper, we have used the common liquidity metric Quick ratio, which 

measures firm’s most current assets in relation to current liabilities (Penman, 2013). Firms with 

low liquidity might not be able to seize profitable business opportunities and might also lead to 

increased financing costs (Kim et al., 1998). High liquidity on the other hand facilitates 

investments in new projects and is a signal to external financiers that the firm can cover its 

obligations. However, high liquidity can also be seen as an indication of inefficient asset 

management as liquid assets often generate lower returns than fixed assets invested in the 

operations (Kim et al., 1998). Furthermore, it has been argued that too much liquid assets in-

creases the risk of suboptimal decision-making and value destroying investments (Rappaport, 

2006). In line with the findings from Mikkelson and Partch (2003), we expect the effect of 

liquidity to be positive for profitability, while the effect on growth is hard to predict 

beforehand. 

ROA and GIS, are expected to be correlated over time and due to the argued explanatory power 

two variables have on one another (Yazdanfar & Öhman, 2015; Delmar et al., 2013), we will in 
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the ROA model include GIS as a control variable and the other way around. The expected signs 

of these variables are positive. 

5.2 Model specifications 

When trying to establish the impact a CEO has on firm performance a straightforward approach 

would be to control for all relevant observable firm characteristics and then see if CEO fixed 

effects have any impact on firm strategy and performance. However, a problem with this 

approach is that it might be persistent differences between firms and unobservable factors that 

might correlate with CEO fixed effects (Bertrand & Schoar, 2003). In previous studies on the 

impact of CEO characteristics on firm performance using time-series panel data, authors have 

tried to control for this underlying heterogeneity by using either one or a combination of time, 

industry- and firm-fixed effects (Benmelech & Frydman, 2015; Limbach & Sonnenburg, 2015; 

Kaplan et al., 2012; Bertrand & Schoar, 2003). Just as the names indicate, time fixed effects 

control for underlying time variations, industry fixed effects for variations across industries and 

firm fixed effects for variations across firms.  

In this study, we will control for time- and industry fixed effects but not firm fixed effects. By 

controlling for time- and industry fixed effects we can rule out that our findings are driven by 

specific time trends or trends in specific industries. However, since we do not control for firm 

fixed effects we cannot completely rule out the sorting of sport merited CEOs into firms with 

higher performance (Benmelech & Frydman, 2015). The reason for why we cannot control for 

firm fixed effects is that this would limit our sample substantially and only include firms which 

have changed from a sports merited CEO to a CEO not classified as sports merited, or the other 

way around, during the studied period (Benmelech & Frydman, 2015). Industry fixed effects 

are measured based on a grouping of branches into eleven overall sectors.  

Based on the discussion above we have choose to use the following regression models:  

Model 1 (financial performance) 

𝑅𝑂𝐴𝑖,𝑡 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠_𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑_𝐶𝐸𝑂𝑖 + 𝛽2𝐺𝐼𝑆𝑖,𝑡  + 𝛽3𝐶𝐸𝑂_𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽4𝐶𝐸𝑂_𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝛽5𝐶𝐸𝑂_𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽6𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑚_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽7𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑚_𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝛽8𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘_𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽9𝑊𝐶_𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽10𝑄𝑢𝑖𝑐𝑘_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑖,𝑡−1

+ 𝛽11𝐵𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑑_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑖,𝑡 + 𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 +  𝜀𝑖,𝑡  

Model 2 (market performance) 

𝐺𝐼𝑆𝑖,𝑡 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠_𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑_𝐶𝐸𝑂𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑅𝑂𝐴𝑖,𝑡  + 𝛽3𝐶𝐸𝑂_𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽4𝐶𝐸𝑂_𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝛽5𝐶𝐸𝑂_𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽6𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑚_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽7𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑚_𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖,𝑡

+ 𝛽8𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘_𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽9𝑊𝐶_𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽10𝑄𝑢𝑖𝑐𝑘_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑖,𝑡−1

+ 𝛽11𝐵𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑑_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑖,𝑡 + 𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 +  𝜀𝑖,𝑡 

 

The dependent variables are calculated as follows: ROA is defined as net income through 

average total assets year t and t-1. GIS is estimated as percentage growth in net sales year t. 

Sports merits variable: Sports_merited_CEO takes the value 1 if the CEO has performed the 

challenge, otherwise 0. 
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Independent variables are estimated as follows: CEO_age is measured as the natural logarithm 

of the number of years since the CEO was born. CEO_tenure a dummy variable taking the 

value 1 if the CEO has a tenure of more than five years, otherwise 0
14

. CEO_duality takes the 

value of 1 if the CEO also is chairman of the board, otherwise 0. Firm_size, is measured as the 

natural logarithm of lagged net sales. Firm_age is measured as the natural logarithm of the 

number of years since the firm was incorporated. Book_leverage is estimated as lagged total 

debt through lagged total assets. WC_efficiency, working capital management efficiency is 

measured as the natural logarithm lagged days accounts receivable. Quick_ratio, has been 

measured as the natural logarithm of lagged Quick ratio
15

. Board_size, is measured as the nat-

ural logarithm of the number of board members in the firm in year t. All regressions include 

industry and time fixed effects in order to control for differences across industries and time 

trends in the outcome variables. A detailed description of all variables can be found in appendix 

Table 6. 

The control variables based on accounting data are all, except GIS and ROA, based on lagged 

numbers. We consider that the year’s opening metrics will best predict the firm profitability and 

growth in a certain year in line with Limbach and Sonnenburg (2015) and Biggerstaff et al. 

(2015). However, ROA in year t is presumed to be a better predictor of GIS year t than lagged 

ROA (Yazdanfar & Öhman, 2015), and the other way around. CEO and firm background 

variables not based on accounting data are measured in year t. 

When performing White’s test we have detected heteroscedasticity in our data meaning that the 

variance in the error term is not constant, which is a violation of one of the assumptions in least 

squares regressions (White, 1980; Newbold et al., 2010). In the presence of heteroscedasticity 

in the model the estimated variables are unbiased but the variance of the coefficients is biased. 

Furthermore, as we use time series panel data there is a considerable risk that the behavior of 

the independent variables is similar over different periods, resulting in that the error terms are 

correlated across time. This phenomenon is called serial correlation or autocorrelation, and 

leads to bias in the estimated standard errors in the regression (Wooldridge, 2009, p. 350; 

Newbold et al., 2010, p. 619). We have chosen to use the Breusch-Godfrey test to detect auto-

correlation. The Breusch-Godfrey is used instead of the commonly used Durbin-Watson since 

the Durbin-Watson require normality of the error terms (Wooldridge, 2009, p. 415), and when 

performing a Jarque-Bera test for normality (Newbold et al., 2010, p. 646), it shows that the 

error terms are not completely normally distributed. The results from the Breusch-Godfrey test 

show strong evidence that there is autocorrelation in the data. In order to control for both of 

these problems we have, in line with Limbach and Sonnenburg (2015) and Benmelech and 

Frydman (2015), performed all regressions using robust t-values for the coefficients in which 

we cluster standard errors on firm level. This method is referred to as Rogers or clustered stand-

ard errors, and are heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation consistent (Hoechle, 2007). 
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 If the CEO entered the position before 1997, our data does not display in which year and therefore we have 

chosen a dummy- instead of a continuous variable. 
15

 (Penman, 2013, p. 685). 
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5.3 Matched sample  

Regression analysis is the most commonly used method in observational studies when trying to 

establish a relation between the observed treatment and an outcome. However, a potential prob-

lem with this method is model misspecification. The specification of the model is based on 

assumptions made by the researcher, which often can be hard to verify and as a result it will be 

difficult for the reader to know if the study is not merely a demonstration that it is possible to 

find results in line with the authors’ hypothesis (Ho et al., 2007). Furthermore, as we have a 

sample with very few sports merited CEO observations, in relation to the number of control 

observations our results could be very model dependent. A key problem causing model depend-

ence is the presence of control observations far outside the range of the treated observations 

(Ho et al., 2007).  

Matching can remedy this problem and is another commonly used method in observational 

studies. It has been argued that the best results in observational studies are achieved when a 

combination of matched sampling and regression analysis is applied (Rubin, 1979; Ho et al., 

2007). The goal of matching is to prune observations from the full dataset so that the remaining 

data have better balance between the treated and the control group, meaning that there is a more 

similar distribution of the covariates in the treated and control groups (Iacus et al., 2012). Data 

can be exactly balanced, in which case further controlling for other variables is unnecessary and 

a test of difference in means on the matched sample will be enough to determine the effect of a 

treatment. Approximately balanced data on the other hand, will require controlling for more 

variables with a model similar to one that would have been used without matching. The differ-

ence being less dependence on the model and reduced statistical bias than without matching 

(Ho et al., 2007).  

Standard approaches within matching like nearest neighbour propensity score matching, 

matches each treatment unit with the closest control. The matching is based on a propensity 

score estimated from a vector of covariates using a logit model. However, when good matches 

for each unit does not exist this could lead to poorly balanced data. Most published applications 

of standard matching do not take this into consideration, which leads to highly model dependent 

interfaces (Iacus et al., 2012). The best practice solution to this is to exclude treated units with-

out good matches, which is argued to be a reasonable approach as long as being transparent 

about it and the consequences in terms of the new set of treatment units created (Iacus et al., 

2012). 

In order to reduce the imbalance between the treatment group and control group we use 

Coarsened Exact Matching (CEM), a powerful matching approach used and advocated in mul-

tiple studies (Blackwell et al., 2010; Singh & Agrawal, 2011; Aggarwal & Hsu, 2014). CEM is 

a method easy to comprehend and implement and at the same time it possesses a wide range of 

statistical properties not available in many other matching methods. This is a relatively new 

matching method, which has started to become more frequently used in research (Singh & 

Agrawal, 2011; Aggarwal & Hsu, 2014). The idea of CEM is to coarsen each variable by re-

coding to create groups of substantively indistinguishable values. Thereafter an exact matching 

is applied to the coarsened data to determine the matches and a set of strata with the same 

coarsened values of the chosen variables are generated. Imbalances are thus eliminated beyond 
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the chosen level defined by coarsening, and the data can be analyzed with less risk of model 

dependence (Iacus et al., 2012). The possibility to choose the coarsening level rather than rely-

ing on an automated algorithm makes CEM easy to understand and allows the user to set the 

maximum level of imbalance. In addition, through this it is simple to make sure that variables 

such as year and industry are appropriately coarsened (Iacus et al., 2012). 

A matched sample is generated based on year, industry, firm size, firm age and CEO age. For 

each treatment observation, control observations are selected in which the continuous variables, 

CEO age and sales (size), is within ± 5 years and ± 25% respectively. The variable firm age has 

been coarsened into young firms, defined as five year or younger, and older firms, with more 

than five years since inception. For the continuous variable year, and the categorical variable 

industry, control observations with the exact same values are selected. The approach of 

matching particular continuous observations with respect to ranges are in line with previous 

research (Farber, 2005). Requiring exact matches for all variables may result in exclusion of a 

substantial amount of observations, which could lead to larger bias than if the matches are less 

exact and more observations remain in the sample (Stuart, 2010). 

In line with the argumentation above, we have chosen to exclude observations for which no 

good match was found based on the matching criteria. At the same time, we have not included 

excessively many variables in the matching process and not defined the groups too narrowly in 

order not to lose too many observations. As a result, the matched sample contains 126 less 

sports merited CEO observations than the full sample. The number of matches for each sports 

merited CEO observation varies, and since we have a large control sample we have chosen to 

use more than one control for each sports merited CEO observation as it is argued to result in 

better efficiency in the procedure and further reduce the bias (Smith, 1997). As a robustness 

test, we have also used one-to-one matching in which the statistics program randomly drops 

observations when more than one match is found for each sports merited CEO observation.  

Through the matching the balance in the data has improved but we do not expect it to be per-

fectly matched. Therefore, both difference in means comparisons as well as regressions using 

our models developed in the previous section are used to analyse the matched sample.  

5.4 Robustness checks 

In order to make sure that the results are reliable and robust a number of robustness tests have 

been performed on the models. However, the results presented are not adjusted for the robust-

ness tests described below. The outcomes of the robustness tests are commented upon in the 

results section and tables of interest will be presented in the appendix. 

5.4.1 Two-stage least squares 

Earlier we discussed endogeneity in the sports merits variable, which is not considered a prob-

lem in this study in its traditional sense. However, endogeneity in the control variables also 

exists when a control variable actually is a function of the outcome, and can result in bias and 

that the model parameters estimated with OLS are inconsistent (Frölich, 2008). ROA and GIS, 

have in previous studies been found to have a mutual dependence (Yazdanfar & Öhman, 2015; 

Wolff & Pett, 2006; Delmar et al., 2013), which indicates that there might be an endogeneity 

problem when including the variables as controls for the one another.  
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One approach to control for this is by including the lagged version of the endogenous variable. 

If the error term is uncorrelated with current exogenous variables, a lagged endogenous variable 

added to the equation will act like a pre-determined variable and can be treated as an exogenous 

variable (Wooldridge, 2009, p. 562). However, this solution is only viable if there is no serial 

correlation in the data (Nagler, 2011). 

Another commonly used method to tackle the problem with endogenous control variables is the 

two stage least squares (2SLS) regressions (Yazdanfar & Öhman, 2015; Lappalainen & 

Niskanen, 2012). In this method the endogenous variable is estimated using the other control 

variables in the model and one or several instrumental variables. This means that in 2SLS the 

model used in the first stage to estimate the endogenous variable cannot be the exact same as 

the model used in the second stage of the regression, but they have to differ on at least one 

variable. In order for a variable to be a good instrument, it has to be significantly correlated 

with the endogenous variable but uncorrelated with the error term. However, finding plausible 

instrumentals for endogenous variables is often difficult (Frölich, 2008) and there is a risk that 

the use of poor instruments can lead to worse estimations than OLS (Nelson & Startz, 1990).  

To ensure that our results are not significantly affected by potential endogeneity in the control 

variable we have performed 2SLS regressions. In order to find plausible instruments for GIS 

and ROA, which satisfy the necessary identification requirements we have, with inspiration 

from Lappalainen and Niskanen (2012), dropped one of the variables in each model with low 

explanatory value for one of the performance measures but with high for the other. Which var-

iables to drop have been determined based on the OLS regressions on the full sample. Only 

continuous variables were considered, as these type of variables can be argued to be more suit-

able to use for estimation of the two continuous variables that are to be estimated, ROA and 

GIS, than dummy variables. This results in the exclusion of Book leverage from the GIS equa-

tion and Firm age from the ROA equation. Book leverage has been used as an instrument for 

ROA in previous studies (Yazdanfar & Öhman, 2015) and Firm age can be expected to be a 

good predictor for GIS as young firms are, in line with the business life cycle, expected to grow 

faster than older firms. In line with the OLS regressions, the 2SLS regressions will also be 

performed controlling for fixed effects on year and industry as well as robust standard errors 

clustered on firm level. The outputs from the 2SLS regressions can be found in appendix Table 

2. 

5.4.2 Data selection robustness tests 

In order to control for multicollinearity among the independent variables, we have conducted an 

analysis of the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF). Multicollinearity can lead to high variance in 

the coefficients and results hard to interpret (Wooldridge, 2009).  

To rule out that our results are not highly affected by our choice of screening method we have 

tried alternative data cleansing techniques. In the base case scenario the dependent variables 

have been trimmed on the 1% level. Additionally, we have also done the trimming on the 5% 

level and used the winsorizing technique on the 1% and 5% levels to see if the results differ 

significantly from the outcome with the trimming technique. 

Furthermore, we want to see if the results are dependent upon the chosen time period. Previous 

literature suggest that the international and fast changing business environment today puts more 
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pressure on CEOs now than before. Could it be that the characteristics of sports merited CEOs 

are more important for firm performance today than 10 years ago? Therefore, we have per-

formed the same regressions but with data limited to the time periods 2008-2012 and 2010-

2012. 

Another concern is that our results are distorted by CEOs who spend the most time on personal 

fitness activities and have performed the challenge more than once. People whose lifestyle is 

largely influenced by endurance training might have different characteristics than CEOs who 

are satisfied with the accomplishment of completing the challenge once. In addition, CEOs who 

spend the most time on endurance activities might also be restricted in the amount of time they 

can devote to their engagements as CEOs. In order to examine this, we run the regressions on 

the full sample but exclude all CEOs who have performed the challenge more than once.  

Furthermore, as there are systematic differences between industries one could also wonder if 

the characteristics of sports merited CEOs are more beneficial in certain industries. As can be 

seen in the descriptive statistics, sports merited CEOs are more frequently found in some 

industries than others. To examine this, we have run the same regressions, excluding the control 

for industry fixed effects, for each industry separately.  

Another notion is that the characteristics associated with sports merited CEOs are more or less 

important for people of different ages. In order to test this, we separated the sample into quar-

tiles based on CEO age and run the regression on the first quartile consisting of the youngest 

CEOs and the forth quartile consisting of the oldest CEOs. 

As firm performance varies systematically by industry, we have controlled for industry fixed 

effects based on groupings into 11 different industries. We believe that this level of detail will 

be enough to capture the main industry variations. However, to ensure that the results are not 

affected by our industry grouping we have also tried to use a more detailed industry grouping 

based on two-digit SNI-codes. In this second test, the data was segmented into 76 different 

industries.  

Finally, to control for potential persistent profitability and growth patterns we include the 

lagged versions of ROA and GIS as independent variables (Elsilä et al., 2013; Biggerstaff et al., 

2014). Past performance is argued to be a good predictor for future performance and through 

this test we also reduce the risk of omitted variable bias. However, there is a risk that fixed 

effect estimations may produce bias results if an explanatory variable is related to past values of 

the dependent variable (Wooldridge, 2009, p. 411) and hence results from this test should be 

interpreted with caution. 
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6 Descriptive statistics and data analysis 

Table ii. Summary statistics 

# Firm-year obs. Mean Median Std. dev. p10 p90 

ROA 93 261 7,31% 5,98% 0,095 -0,33% 19,17% 

GIS 93 261 8,34% 5,24% 0,216 -13,38% 32,56% 

CEO age 93 261 50,072 50 9,183 38 62 

Firm age 93 261 23,591 19 18,026 6 47 

Firm size 93 261 84 387 35 239 289 673 10 860 176 811 

Book leverage 93 261 0,730 0,757 0,197 0,475 0,940 

Working capital efficiency 93 261 43,182 41,714 44,373 4,220 75,082 

Quick ratio 93 261 1,337 1,109 1,716 0,517 2,203 

Board size  93 261 3,299 3 1,456 2 5 

 
Firm size is measured in total sales thousands of SEK. Working capital efficiency is measured as number 
of days accounts receivable. This table displays non-logarithmic values of all variables.  

 

When looking at ROA for the whole population, it can easily be spotted that there are large 

deviations between observations with the highest and the lowest profitability. However, the 

median and the mean are rather close implying that the bulk of the data is within the context of 

reasonable levels. Concerning GIS, the spread between the observations is larger than in the 

case of ROA. This is in line with previous studies finding similar results (Yazdanfar & Öhman, 

2015). 

Although the companies with unreasonable low turnover are excluded from the dataset (see 

section 4.3.1 for more details), there are still substantial differences between the companies 

with the largest and the smallest turnover. 

The variable Quick ratio measures the amount of liquid assets available to cover the amount of 

short-term liabilities. A high value implies that the company has good liquidity and will have 

good chances of handling its debt. Implied by the data, it is possible to recognize a large devi-

ation between the most liquid and least liquid companies in the sample, however, the mean and 

the median is reasonably close implying that even though there are long tails, the vast majority 

of the observations are relatively concentrated. 

The statistics regarding the working capital management efficiency variable (days accounts 

receivable) implies that some companies are very efficient in managing their working capital 

whereas other companies have very much capital tied up in relation to total sales. Although, the 

statistics do also imply that the data are rather homogenous since the median value is very close 

to the mean, with exception of the extreme values. 

Interpreting the mean and median value of age, it seems like the CEOs are in general around 50 

years old while the firms are around 20 years old. Board size is in the range between 2 to 5 with 

the median and mean centered around 3. 
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Table iii. Industry statistics, full population 

Industry Frequency % of total data 

Energy and environment 695 0,75% 

Materials 2 568 2,75% 

Industrial goods 25 214 27,04% 

Construction industry 11 419 12,24% 

Shopping goods 17 916 19,21% 

Convenience goods 7 835 8,40% 

Health and education 3 380 3,62% 

IT Electronics 5 812 6,23% 

Telecom and media 1 389 1,49% 

Corporate services 17 033 18,26% 

Total 93 261 100% 

 

 

As we can see in the table above, companies within certain industries occur more frequently in 

the data. Industrial goods, Shopping goods and Corporate services are the most common 

industries, while Energy and environment, Telecom and media, and Materials are the least 

common industries. 

 

Table iv. Industry Statistics, Full Population 

 
Share of full population 

More than 5 years of tenure 77,83% 

CEO duality 14,84% 

Sports merited CEO 1,52% 

 

 

The dummies included in the regression except for the variable Sports merited CEO, and fixed 

effects on industry and year are CEO duality and tenure. The data implies that in a large share 

of the population (roughly 78%) has a longer tenure than 5 years. CEO duality, where the CEO 

is the chairman of the board at the same time, is a lower share of the population, roughly 15%. 

However, sports merited CEO variable is the dummy for which the least amount of 

observations are present in the data sample, only around 1,5%.  
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Firm size is measured in total sales thousands of SEK. Working capital efficiency is measured as number of days 

accounts receivable. This table displays non-logarithmic values of all variables. 

 

When comparing sports merited CEOs to the CEOs not defined as sports merited, one can see 

that the sports merited CEOs in general have a slightly higher ROA and GIS. As we can see in 

the data, the sports merited CEOs are in general a bit younger than the CEOs in the population 

as a whole. In the companies with a sports merited CEO, the firm age and board size are very 

similar in the distribution compared to the population as a whole. The largest difference is the 

size, in which the sports merited CEOs’ companies on average are larger than the firms in the 

rest of the sample. However, the standard deviation for the Firm size variable is very large, and 

the statistics should therefore be interpreted with caution.  

 

Table vi. Comparison between treatment and control group 
grouped by industry 

Industry % Sports merited CEOs ROA GIS 

Energy and environment 2,59% 6,31% 10,31% 

Materials 1,71% 6,27% 8,06% 

Industrial goods 1,48% 6,71% 7,13% 

Construction industry 1,65% 7,58% 10,41% 

Shopping goods 1,18% 6,01% 6,40% 

Convenience goods 1,48% 8,48% 5,74% 

Health and education 1,24% 9,04% 10,58% 

IT Electronics 2,58% 9,07% 13,34% 

Telecom and media 0,94% 5,98% 6,70% 

Corporate services 1,55% 8,17% 9,95% 

Total 1,52% 7,31% 8,34% 

 

Table v. Comparison between treatment and control group 

 
Firms without sports merited CEO 

 
Firms with sports merited CEOs   

  Mean  Std. dev. # Firm-year obs. Mean  Std. dev. # Firm-year obs. 

CEO and firm characteristics 
       

ROA 7,30% 0,094 91 843 
 

7,80% 0,098 1 418 

GIS 8,34% 0,216 91 843 
 

8,40% 0,218 1 418 

CEO age 50,112 9,194 91 843  47,535 8,078 1 418 

Firm age 23,583 18,011 91 843  24,142 19,007 1 418 

Firm size 84 206 290 961 91 843 
 

96 125 188 007 1 418 

Book leverage 0,730 0,197 91 843 
 

0,725 0,181 1 418 

Working capital efficiency 43,112 44,367 91 843 
 

47,678 44,555 1 418 

Quick ratio 1,337 1,726 91 843 
 

1,290 0,735 1 418 

Board size  3,298 1,455 91 843 
 

3,401 1,485 1 418 
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From the table above it is possible to see that sports merited CEOs are overrepresented in the 

most profitable industry IT Electronics, and underrepresented in industries with lower profita-

bility such as Telecom and media, and Shopping goods. IT Electronics is also the industry with 

the highest growth. 

Table vii.  

Year Frequency % of total data 

2003 9 346 10,02% 

2004 9 136 9,80% 

2005 9 289 9,96% 

2006 9 263 9,93% 

2007 9 408 10,09% 

2008 9 552 10,24% 

2009 9 331 10,01% 

2010 9 595 10,29% 

2011 9 751 10,46% 

2012 8 590 9,21% 

Total 93 261 100% 

 

Table vii. indicates an even distribution of the observations between the years. This is in line 

with our expectations and the small deviations are anticipated due to modest variations in the 

number of registered SMEs and the data cleansing process.  

 

viii. Matching of observations 

Number of strata: 19 348 
  

Number of matched strata: 1 153 
  

Firms without sports merited CEOs  Firms with sports merited CEOs No. obs. 

Matched 14 947 1 292 16 239 

Unmatched 76 896 126 77 022 

All 91 843 1 418 93 261 

 

In Table viii. it can be seen that 126 sports merited CEO observations and 76 896 control 

observations are dropped when matching the data using CEM based on the variables: year, 

industry, firm size, firm age and CEO age, resulting in a matched sample consisting of 16 239 

observations.  
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Firm size is measured in total sales thousands of SEK. Working capital efficiency is measured as number of days 

accounts receivable. This table displays non-logarithmic values of all variables. 

 

When comparing Table ix. to Table v. it is easy to see that the numbers in the matched sample 

are in general less disparate with lower standard deviations than in the full sample. In particular, 

the Firm size have considerably lower standard deviation, both for the firms with sports merited 

CEOs and the control firms. 

7 Univariate Results 

Pearson correlation matrix (in appendix Table 1.) displays all pairwise correlation coefficients. 

The correlations between the control variables, ROA and GIS are all highly significant.  

ROA is highly correlated with GIS (0,205), CEO age (-0,049), CEO tenure (0,052), CEO 

duality (0,009), Firm age (-0,066), Firm size (0,018), Book leverage (-0,132), Working capital 

efficiency (-0,022), Quick ratio (0,202), Board size (-0,030) at the 1% significance level. GIS is 

highly correlated with ROA (0,205), CEO age (-0,113), CEO tenure (-0,036), CEO duality (-

0,013), Firm age (-0,175), Firm size (-0,132), Firm leverage (0,044), Working capital efficiency 

(0,075), Quick ratio (-0,009), Board size (-0,008), on 1% significance level. 

The variable Sports merited CEO has a positive correlation with ROA (0,007) with a 

significance at the 5% level. However, no significant correlation with GIS.  

There is a negative significant correlation between Sports merited CEO and CEO age (-0,033), 

which is in line with our expectations. Since the challenge in recent years have become more 

popular and in combination with the fact that it requires a high level of physical fitness to suc-

ceed (which should benefit the young CEOs), the outcome seems reasonable. 

The significant positive correlation between Sports merited CEO and Firm size (0,022) implies 

that the CEOs who have completed the challenge in general are CEOs for larger companies. 

There is a negative significant correlation between CEO Tenure (-0,017) and Sports merited 

CEO, which implies that the sports merited CEOs in general have been in office a shorter time 

Table ix. Comparison between treatment and control group, matched sample 

 
Firms without sports merited CEO 

 
Firms with sports merited CEOs   

  Mean  Std. dev. # Firm-year obs. Mean  Std. dev. # Firm-year obs. 

CEO and firm characteristics 
       

ROA 7,45% 0,092 14 947 
 

7,72% 0,098 1 292 

GIS 6,97% 0,204 14 947 
 

8,21% 0,214 1 292 

CEO age 48,335 7,004 14 947  47,494 7,856 1 292 

Firm age 24,827 17,187 14 947  24,829 18,846 1 292 

Firm size 57 666 65 515 14 947 
 

80 946 125 442 1 292 

Book leverage 0,721 0,182 14 947 
 

0,725 0,179 1 292 

Working capital efficiency 45,711 45,935 14 947 
 

46,659 38,547 1 292 

Quick ratio 1,320 1,024 14 947 
 

1,281 0,723 1 292 

Board size  3,301 1,367 14 947 
 

3,386 1,481 1 292 
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compared to the control group. However, this may be a consequence by the fact that sports 

merited CEOs on average are younger. 

There is a significant positive correlation between Working capital efficiency variable (0,010) 

and Sports merited CEO. Since the Working capital efficiency variable is calculated as number 

of days accounts receivable, it is implied that the companies with sports merited CEOs are less 

working capital efficient. However, since the coefficient is rather small, we shall not draw too 

far-reaching conclusions. Board size (0,008) has a small positive correlation with Sports 

merited CEO, although with a lower significance level at 5%. The same applies for Quick ratio 

(0,006) which correlates with Sports merited CEO, although with a significance level of 10%. 

From the descriptive statistics and univariate correlation analysis, we can see signs of a positive 

correlation between sports merited CEOs and firm performance in terms of ROA. However, 

there are no signs of a significant correlation between sports merited CEOs and GIS. Now we 

will see if the results hold when controlling for variations in observable CEO and firm charac-

teristics. 
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8 Results 

x. OLS regression output for full and matched sample 

Dep. variable: 
 Exp. 

ROA 
 Exp. 

GIS 

   Sign OLS Full 
 

OLS Matched  Sign OLS Full   OLS Matched 

Intercept   0,0739***  0,0515**   0,6324***  0,4591*** 

   (6,59)  (2,03)   (31,92)  (9,49) 

Sports merited CEO  + 0,0021 
 

-0,0018  + -0,0043  0,0118* 

 
  (0,54) 

 
(-0,43)   (-0,72)  (1,87) 

GIS  + 0,0892*** 
 

0,1087***   -  - 

 
  (45,27) 

 
(24,25)   -  - 

ROA   - 
 

-  + 0,4600***  0,5294*** 

 
  - 

 
-   (45,57)  (25,51) 

CEO Characteristics   
   

     

CEO age  +/– -0,0169*** 
 

-0,0112*  +/– -0,0760***  -0,0517*** 

 
  (-6,52) 

 
(-1,94)   (-17,09)  (-4,65) 

CEO tenure  +/– 0,0158*** 
 

0,0131***  +/– -0,0188***  -0,0157*** 

 
  (13,26) 

 
(5,63)   (-9,14)  (-3,70) 

CEO duality  +/– 0,0038*** 
 

0,0028  +/– -0,0050**  -0,0044 

 
  (2,99) 

 
(1,14)   (-2,39)  (-0,96) 

Firm Characteristics   
   

     

Firm age  – -0,0050*** 
 

-0,0066***  – -0,0318***  -0,0180*** 

 
  (-7,17) 

 
(-4,53)   (-27,64)  (-6,82) 

Firm size  + 0,0080*** 
 

0,0087***  + -0,0210***  -0,0183*** 

 
  (15,38) 

 
(7,01)   (-24,05)  (-8,34) 

Book leverage  – -0,0101*** 
 

-0,0101**  + 0,0023  0,0091 

 
  (-4,49) 

 
(-2,45)   (0,67)  (1,41) 

Working capital  – -0,0054*** 
 

-0,0055***  + 0,0129***  0,0141*** 

efficiency   (-11,78) 
 

(-5,64)   (16,63)  (7,39) 

Quick ratio   + 0,0305*** 
 

0,0328***  +/– -0,0260***  -0,0279*** 

 
  (30,97) 

 
(16,78)   (-15,30)  (-7,61) 

Board size  – -0,0107*** 
 

-0,0094***  +/– 0,0185***  0,0182*** 

  
 (-8,81) 

 
(-4,01)   (9,09)  (4,21) 

Year fixed effects 
 

 Yes 
 

Yes   Yes  Yes 

Industry fixed effects 
 

 Yes 
 

Yes   Yes  Yes 

Clustered on firm 
 

 Yes 
 

Yes   Yes  Yes 

# Firm-year obs. 
 

 93 261 
 

16 239   93 261  16 239 

Within R-squared 
 

 0,1160 
 

0,1338   0,1282  0,1325 

***, ** and * denote statistical significance based on two-tailed tests at the 1%-, 5%- and 10%-level, respectively. In spite 

of directional hypotheses, two-tailed tests are applied in line with Zerni et al. (2010). t-values of the coefficients (in 

parentheses) are robust and based on standard errors clustered by firm. Results from fixed effects are omitted in the table. 

All variables are defined in appendix Table 6. 

8.1 Full sample analysis 

Table x. shows the output for the full sample and the matched sample analysis using OLS 

regressions. The following section presents the results from the OLS regressions based on the 

full sample. In contradiction to our expectations, the regression on the full sample indicates no 
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significant relation between Sports merited CEO and ROA. This is surprising due to the results 

in the univariate correlation analysis, where we could see a positive significant relation between 

Sports merited CEO and ROA. No significant relation can be detected between GIS and Sports 

merited CEO either, which is inconsistent with hypothesis 2.  

In the ROA regression, the R-squared is around 11,6% which is within the range of previous 

studies on CEO characteristics (Benmelech & Frydman, 2015; Limbach & Sonnenburg, 2015). 

However, in most studies in which higher R-squared are noted, the sample is based on large 

listed companies and more variables are included, such as CEO education and ownership struc-

ture (Benmelech & Frydman, 2015). A dataset consisting of large listed companies can be 

assumed to be more homogenous than the sample in this study consisting of small and medium 

sized firms. 

In the GIS regression, the R-squared is around 12,8%, which is slightly higher compared to the 

R-squared for ROA. From other studies, it is known that R-squared differs between different 

dependent variables (Benmelech & Frydman, 2015; Limbach & Sonnenburg, 2015). However, 

the R-squared for GIS is within a reasonable range of what can be expected for the model. 

In the ROA regression, we see that GIS has a positive coefficient (0,0892) and is significant on 

the 1% level confirming the association between GIS and ROA. Looking at the output from the 

GIS regression, we see that the ROA variable is positive (coefficient 0,4600) at the 1% level of 

significance, indicating that ROA has a stronger impact on GIS than the other way around. ROA 

has been proven to have a significant positive impact on GIS in previous research (Yazdanfar & 

Öhman, 2015), and the regression results from our sample are in line with their findings. 

All of the other control variables for observable CEO- and firm characteristics are significant 

on the 1% level in the ROA regression using the full sample. Given the large sample we could 

expect to get significant results for most variables. The control variables are significant at the 

1% level in the GIS regression as well when the full sample is used, with the exception of CEO 

duality which is significant at the 5% level and Book leverage which is not significant at all. 

Looking at the sign of the coefficients, we can see that all firm control variables have the same 

sign as expected in the ROA regression. Firm age is negatively related with profitability while 

Firm size has a positive impact on profitability. Negative impact of Firm age is in line with 

findings in previous SME studies (Yazdanfar & Öhman, 2015), and so is also the positive 

impact of Firm size on profitability (Aragón-Sánchez & Sánchez-Marín, 2005). For the other 

firm control variables, we see that Book Leverage, Working capital efficiency and Board size, 

all affect ROA in a negative direction while the impact of Quick ratio is positive. 

Turning to the variables controlling for observable CEO heterogeneity it can be seen that CEO 

age has a negative impact on ROA while CEO tenure and CEO duality are positively related to 

ROA. The negative impact of CEO age on profitability indicates that having an old CEO is not 

good for return on assets. However, at the same time we can see that CEO tenure has a positive 

impact on profitability meaning that experience from the firm and the industry is good for 

company returns. The positive impact of CEO duality on ROA indicates that role integration 

with concentrated decision-making power is beneficial for profit oriented SMEs and that the 

efficiency gains in the form of less information gaps between board and management and short 
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decision paths outweighs the potential loss in monitoring ability. This finding is somewhat in 

line with the negative impact of Board size has on ROA. 

Remarkably, many of the control variables in the GIS regression has the opposite sign as in the 

ROA regression, but not all. Firm age also has a negative impact on GIS and has an even higher 

t-value than in the ROA regression. This is logical, as young start up companies have a 

tendency to grow faster than older more mature companies. Firm size is negatively related to 

GIS which stands in contrast to findings by Yazdanfar and Öhman, (2015) who also studied 

Swedish SMEs. However, their sample included firms with 1 to 200 employees. Smaller firms 

might benefit more from size as larger firms have access to more resources, while larger 

companies could have a hard time to keep up the same growth rate as smaller firms. Board size 

exhibit a positive coefficient in contrast to the ROA regression indicating that larger boards can 

be good for growth but not profitability in SMEs. Also, Book leverage, Working capital 

efficiency and Quick ratio have the opposite signs in the GIS regression compared to the ROA 

regression. However, Book leverage is insignificant in the GIS regression, hence no conclusion 

can be drawn from that. The influence of Quick ratio on growth is negative, which could be 

seen as a indication that growth firms invest liquid assets to a higher extent, resulting in growth 

in the coming periods. The positive sign of Working capital efficiency in the GIS regression is 

in line with the expectations. This variable is a measure of days accounts receivable and firms 

growing continuously will have a constant increase in sales outstanding while firms that do not 

grow can be expected to have sales outstanding in a more constant proportion to annual sales. 

The control variables for observable CEO characteristics have the opposite sign as in the ROA 

regression for CEO tenure and CEO duality while CEO age has the same sign. CEO duality is 

in the GIS regression significant at the 5% level and the effect of the variable on growth is 

negative. CEO age is negatively impacting growth in SMEs. The negative sign for CEO tenure 

in the GIS model indicates that a CEO with long tenure is good for firms with a profitability 

focus while growth firms benefit from CEOs with shorter tenure. 

Performing the robustness checks discussed in section 5.4 on the full sample, we can see that 

there are no major changes in the output. From the 2SLS results in appendix Table 2., we can 

see that the Sports merited CEO variable is still insignificant when ROA is the regressand, 

while all other control variables still are significant, with the exception for CEO age which is 

no longer significant. The significance for the other control variables are in parity with the ones 

found when the OLS model was used. However, the z-value for the estimated GIS in the 2SLS 

regression is lower than the t-value for the actual GIS used in the OLS regression. 

The output when 2SLS is used with GIS as dependent variable on the full sample is in line with 

the findings in the OLS regression with the exception of ROA for which no significance is 

found. Estimated ROA is a poor predictor for GIS. As we saw a very strong significance for 

actual ROA is the GIS model when OLS regression was used, this could indicate that Book 

leverage is a weak instrument for ROA. No significance is found for the Sports merited CEO 

variable in the 2SLS while the other control variables have the same sign as in the OLS regres-

sion and are significant. 
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Concerning the robustness test described in section 5.4.2, no surprises can be reported. The 

VIF-test gives us values below 2 for all variables in both models, indicating that there is no 

issue of multicollinearity between the independent variables (Wooldridge, 2009, p. 99). The 

results when using other data cleansing methods are in line with the results from the base case 

OLS regression. The significance of some of the variables varies a little but no remarkable 

changes. This is the case for both the models and also holds true when only data from more 

recent time periods are used. Excluding CEOs with most sports merits, splitting the sample into 

age quartiles and using more detailed industry categorization do not change the outcome 

significantly. By splitting the sample into a more granular industry classification, the number of 

sports merited CEO observations turn out to be very small in many industries, making it hard to 

draw any strong conclusions based on these tests. Finally, when we include lagged versions of 

the dependent variables the R-squared increased markedly for the ROA model while only a 

small rise in R-squared occurred in the GIS model. Indicating that past profitability is a better 

predictor for future profitability than past growth is for future growth. The Sports merited CEO 

variable is still insignificant in both models. 

8.2 Matched sample analysis 

In Table ix. it is clear that the balance in the data is considerably better in the matched sample 

than in the full sample. This can be seen as the difference between the means for the different 

control variables are considerably lower when comparing firms with sports merited CEOs with 

the control group, than when the same comparison is made in the full sample. The same goes 

for the standard deviations, which are much lower in the matched sample, especially for the 

variables on which the matching is based upon. 

8.2.1 Difference in means analysis 

Table xi. Two-sample test of proportions, ROA 

Variable Mean Std. Err. Number of obs. 

Firms without sports merited CEOs 7,45% 0,0021 14 947 

Firms with sports merited CEOs 7,72% 0,0074 1 292 

diff = prop(0) - prop(1) Hypothesis: diff ≠ 0 

 Pr(Z < z) = 0,7255 

 

Table xii. Two-sample test of proportions, GIS 

Variable Mean Std. Err. Number of obs. 

Firms without sports merited CEOs 6,97% 0,0021 14 947 

Firms with sports merited CEOs 8,21% 0,0076 1 292 

diff = prop(0) - prop(1) Hypothesis: diff ≠ 0 

 Pr(Z < z) = 0,0943 

 

 

 

The Tables xi. and xii. present the results from the test of difference in means for the two 

dependent variables performed on the matched sample. We do not expect the sample to be 
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perfectly balanced as the matching was based on a limited number of variables, hence the 

difference in means tests should be interpreted with caution. The mean values for sports merited 

CEOs are higher for both ROA and GIS than for the control group. However, the z-tests 

indicates that the difference is not significant for ROA, while the difference is significant at the 

10% level for GIS. Based on these tests, we can say that firms with sports merited CEOs do not 

have a higher profitability than firms in the control group, but their growth might be better. 

However, as the sample is not perfectly balanced the regression models have also been used on 

the matched sample and the results from these regressions are presented next. 

8.2.2 Regression analysis matched sample 

The Sports merited CEO variable influence on ROA is not significant in the matched sample 

either (see Table x.). The result is in line with the result from the ROA regression on the full 

sample, contradictory to hypothesis 1 and the univariate correlation analysis.  

Using the GIS model at the matched sample we see that the Sports merited CEO variable is 

significant at the 10% level. This is in line with the findings in the difference in means analysis, 

but still a weak significance. In comparison to the full sample where the Sports merited CEO 

variable was insignificant the tests on the matched sample indicates a small positive relation 

between sports merited CEOs and sales growth. 

The R-squared for the ROA regression in the matched sample is slightly higher than the R-

squared in the full sample, but still within the ranges of other studies (Benmelech & Frydman, 

2015; Limbach & Sonnenburg, 2015). This can be a consequence of the disparate observations 

which are dropped in the matched dataset but present in the full sample. A higher R-squared for 

the matched sample is therefore in line with our expectations. Also in the GIS regression, R-

squared is slightly higher for the matched sample than for the full sample.  

Results for the control variables in the matched sample regression on ROA are very similar to 

the outcome in the full sample regression. The signs of all the variables are the same in both 

regressions, however, the significance is worse for all variables in the matched sample 

regression. The result is that CEO duality is no longer significant, CEO age goes from being 

significant at the 1% level to being significant at the 10% level and Book leverage is now 

significant at the 5% level. The fact that the control variables loose in significance is not 

surprising as the marched sample is about a sixth of the size of the full sample.  

The results from the regression using the matched sample and GIS as dependent measure, show 

that the control variables exhibit the exact same signs as in the full sample regression. Just as 

for the ROA regressions all control variables loose in significance with the exception of Book 

leverage, but this variable is still insignificant. The only real change is found in the variable 

CEO duality, which goes from being significant to insignificant. 

Results from 2SLS regressions on the matched sample are found in appendix Table 2., and 

show that Sports merited CEO is still insignificant in the ROA model and no longer significant 

at the 10% percent level in the GIS model. Furthermore, when we generate a one-to-one 

matched sample we can see that the positive relation between sports merited CEOs and GIS is 

not significant (see appendix Table 4. and 5.). Neither in the difference in means test, nor when 
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the regression model is used. Even though it is argued to be better to match more than one 

observation to each treated unit, in this case the sports merited CEO observations (Smith, 

1997), as done in the results presented section above, the relation between sports merited CEOs 

and GIS do not seem to be very robust. 

9 Discussion and analysis 

9.1 Discussion of results 

Based upon the upper echelons theory and findings of the impact of CEO characteristics on 

firm performance (Hambrick & Mason, 1984), discoveries of the personal success of athletes 

(Barron et al., 2000) and how sports merits are favored in business (Kwoh, 2013), we expected 

to find a significant and positive relation between CEOs with sports merits from endurance 

challenges and accounting firm performance. 

Drawing on previous research on upper echelons and performance in SMEs we choose to test 

the relation between sports merited CEOs and firm accounting performance using two types of 

measures, one profitability based and one market based. As a result, the following two hypoth-

eses were formulated:  

 

H1: CEOs with sports merits from endurance challenges are positively associated with 

firm profitability. 

 

H2: CEOs with sports merits from endurance challenges are positively associated with 

firm market performance. 

 

Surprisingly, the results from both the full sample and the matched sample indicate that the 

characteristics of CEOs with sports merits from endurance challenges are not associated with 

firm performance. Starting with the profitability measure (ROA), a positive relation between 

sports merited CEOs and profitability could be anticipated after looking at the descriptive 

statistics and univariate correlation analysis. In these, it was found that firms with sports 

merited CEOs on average had a higher ROA than firms in the control group and the two 

variables were significantly correlated at the 5% level. However, we could here also see that 

sports merited CEOs were overrepresented in the industry with the highest profitability, IT 

Electronics. The fact that sports merited CEOs are frequently found within IT Electronics, 

which can be considered a knowledge intense industry, is not that surprising given findings in 

previous literature indicating that education and sports participation are positively related 

(Farrell & Shields, 2002). When using the model controlling for observable heterogeneity in 

CEO and firm characteristics we see that the positive association between sports merited CEOs 

and ROA is not significant anymore. This means that the positive relation between the two 

variables found in the univariate correlation analysis can be explained by other factors than the 

characteristics of sports merited CEOs and therefore, we reject Hypothesis 1.  
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Turning to the market performance measure (GIS), no significant difference between firms with 

sports merited CEOs and the control group can be detected, based on the descriptive statistics 

and the univariate analysis, even though the mean value of sales growth is higher for sports 

merited CEOs. The association is not either significant when running the OLS regression on the 

full sample. However, the difference in means analysis on the matched sample indicates that 

firms with sports merited CEOs have higher GIS and the difference is significant at the 10% 

level. The positive relation between sports merited CEOs and GIS is also significant at the 10% 

level when the regression model is used on the matched sample. However, when robustness 

tests are performed on the matched sample the impact of the sports merited CEO variable is still 

positive but the significance falls outside of the 10% level. This indicates that the results are not 

very robust, especially since the significance for most of the control variables are consistent 

when performing the various robustness checks. Even though the results indicate that there 

might be a slight positive relation between sports merited CEOs and market performance, the 

impact of the variable is not robust, hence we choose to also reject Hypothesis 2. 

Given our large sample and the variety of tests used we feel confident with the results 

indicating that CEOs with sports merits from endurance challenges are not strongly associated 

with better performance in SMEs in terms of profitability and sales growth. However, looking 

at the regressions, we see that most of the control variables are highly significant and exhibit 

consistent signs across the different regressions. The extensive data and the number of variables 

included in the analysis makes these results interesting on their own as they add knowledge to 

what factors affect accounting performance in SMEs. Firm age is negatively related to both 

performance measures while Firm size has positive impact on profitability while affecting 

growth in a negative direction. Book leverage is negatively associated with profitability but the 

impact of the variable on growth is insignificant. Working capital efficiency, measured as 

number of days accounts receivable, has a negative impact on ROA while the opposite 

association is noted with GIS. This could potentially be explained by the constant increase in 

sales outstanding in growth SMEs. High liquidity has a positive impact on firm profitability, 

but is negatively associated with growth, which indicates that firms investing more of their 

liquid assets achieve higher growth. 

Board size is negatively associated with SME profitability but has a positive impact on growth. 

CEO duality has a positive impact on profitability but a weak negative influence on growth. 

These findings indicate that SMEs with a profit focus benefits from small information gaps, 

short decision paths and role integration rather than having large boards monitoring top man-

agement. While large boards, associated with more monitoring ability and access to more re-

courses, as well as role separation are better for SMEs with a growth objective. The other 

observable CEO characteristics controlled for are CEO age and CEO tenure. The variable CEO 

age has a negative impact on both profitability and growth while CEO tenure is found to 

influence profitability positively but the effect on growth is negative. These findings indicate 

that old CEOs are neither beneficial for growth nor profitability in SMEs, while experience 

from the industry and the company is good for profits but not growth. These findings show that 

some of the firm characteristics controlled for have an overlapping influence for both 

profitability and growth while others affect the two performance measures in different ways.  
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Returning to the main focus of this study and the results indicating no significant relation 

between sports merited CEOs and firm accounting performance. We find these results very 

surprising given the previous research on the impact of CEO characteristics on firm perfor-

mance and the successes achieved by former athletes on a personal level. Especially as we 

conducted the analysis on SMEs, in which the CEO impact is expected to be even more pro-

nounced than in larger firms. 

Nonetheless, the majority of the previous research within this area has focused on individual 

outcomes, such as earnings and health, implying a positive relation between sports participation 

and success in other aspects of life. Further, physically fit CEOs have been found to be 

positively associated with both firm profitability and value (Limbach & Sonnenburg, 2015). 

Setting our results into context of the previous research pursued by Limbach and Sonnenberg, 

there is an indication that the CEOs’ current level of fitness and not sports merits from the past 

is of the greatest importance when assessing firm performance. In the quote starting this paper 

the words “staying trim” are used, and this seem to be what truly matters for CEOs. The results 

in this study indicate that CEOs with sports merits from the past do not deliver better firm 

performance than CEOs in the control group, in contrast to the general prevailing belief among 

media and executive recruiters.  

9.2 Analysis of findings 

However, there might also be conditional factors affecting the insignificant results in this study 

and we will now discuss a number of potential explanations for the absent results.  

One potential explanation might be that the fitness trend in Sweden is very widespread 

(Oldberg, 2015) and having merits from endurance challenges are not very distinguishing. 

Many people in Sweden prioritise physical training, and as education and sports involvement 

are argued to be positively related, it could be expected that a large proportion of people in 

CEO positions engage in sports. The demanding character of the sports merit observed in this 

study makes us strongly believe that the CEOs who successfully have completed the challenge, 

clearly distinguish themselves from the average CEO in terms of sports accomplishments. 

However, there is still a risk that a considerable number of CEOs in the control group might 

possess the same or similar underlying characteristics as the sports merited CEOs, which they 

have developed or demonstrated in other ways than by performing the challenge. This relates to 

a limitation of the data in this study, since it only includes one type of sports merit, which less 

than 2% of all CEOs in the sample possess. Even though we generate a matched sample in 

which the sports merited CEOs account for a higher proportion there is still a risk that many 

people in the control group also are sports merited through other accomplishments. If this is the 

case, the impact of the CEO characteristics of interest would be distorted by observations in the 

control group with the same characteristics.  

Even though the CEO effect is argued to be more pronounced in smaller companies, the traits 

associated with successful completion of demanding endurance challenges might be of more 

importance when managing larger, more complex organizations. Limbach and Sonnenburg 

(2015) found that S&P 1 500 companies with physically fit CEOs are more profitable than 

firms with non-fit CEOs. Physical fitness is a trait found to be of importance when exposed to 
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demanding and stressful situations (Lovelace et al., 2007) and it could be argued that CEOs in 

large public companies are more exposed to these situations than CEOs of unlisted SMEs, 

making health related traits more important for CEOs in bigger firms. Furthermore, the study 

by Limbach and Sonnenburg was based on U.S. firms, where the CEO effect has been found to 

be more pronounced than in Swedish firms (Crossland & Hambrick, 2007), which could imply 

that CEO characteristics influence on firm performance is more evident in the American 

setting. In addition, physically fit CEOs might also be of greater importance for public 

companies as they are exposed to more intense media coverage in addition to being constantly 

watched by analysts and investors. Accordingly, CEO image becomes more important. Athletic 

people in good physically shape are often presumed to be more effective both in terms of 

performance and interpersonal relations (Kwoh, 2013). In addition, people enjoying a high level 

of physical shape are in general considered to be more attractive (Shackelford & Larsen, 1999), 

and CEO attractiveness is in turn positively associated with shareholder value (Halford & Hsu, 

2014). 

However, there is also literature indicating that not all CEO sports engagements outside the 

office are beneficial for firm performance, and too much time spent on leisure activities can 

results in CEO shirking (Biggerstaff et al., 2014). The demanding challenge, which the CEOs 

defined as sports merited have successfully completed, is very time consuming and requires a 

great deal of effort. Not only the challenge in itself, but the preparation in terms of extensive 

training. Even though the CEOs we study have completed the challenge, CEOs prone undertake 

a commitment, such as the challenge, can be expected to have training habits which involves 

working out frequently, with a risk of shirking their responsibilities as CEOs. This indicates 

that even though the challenge is a proxy for traits argued to be beneficial for individuals in 

leadership positions, there is a risk that the expected positive effects are counteracted by other 

parameters. 

10 Conclusion 

This study utilizes unique data on CEOs with sports merits from endurance challenges to ex-

plore the influence of personal characteristics on firm accounting performance. The data con-

tains detailed information on CEOs who have performed endurance challenges and company 

level financial accounting information. The dataset allows us to examine whether personal char-

acteristics of chief executive officers (CEOs) - sports merits from endurance challenges - influ-

ence accounting firm performance. Two types of performance measures have been applied: (1) 

ROA, a measure of profitability; and (2) GIS, a metric for market performance. In order to 

investigate these relations, two models have been developed in which observable CEO and firm 

characteristics previously found to influence firm performance have been controlled for. The 

analysis is performed on the full sample as well as a matched sample generated using 

Coarsened Exact Matching (CEM). 

The main results can be summarized as follows. We find indicative support in the univariate 

correlation analysis for a positive relation between the sports merited CEOs and profitability at 

5% significance level. However, this result does not hold when controlling for observable CEO 

and firm characteristics in the regression model. Nevertheless, the matched sample data demon-
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strated a weak positive relation between CEOs with sports merits and sales growth, although 

the results did not hold for the robustness tests and hence no valid conclusions can be drawn. 

This study contributes to the field of organizational research of CEO characteristics and more 

specifically, sports in business. This is done by providing results indicating that sports merited 

CEOs do not perform better as corporate leaders. These findings problematize and contradict 

current literature on sports in business as well as the general notion among media and executive 

recruiters regarding the anticipated beneficial traits associated with sports merited CEOs. In the 

context of previous research, these discoveries suggest that old sports merits from endurance 

challenges have no explanatory power for the expected prosperity of CEOs, while current fit-

ness level, studied by Limbach and Sonneburg (2015), might be a better predictor for CEO 

performance. 

Anchoring in the most recent research, this study expands the upper echelons framework by 

integrating characteristics associated with sports. Both psychological and observable character-

istics related to sports are included, which are presumed to have a significant influence on the 

association between CEO characteristics and firm performance. 

However, as a result of the extensive dataset and a wide range of variables controlled for in the 

analysis, this thesis also adds to research on organizational performance, and more specifically 

the understanding of variables affecting profitability and growth in SMEs. The overall findings 

indicate that older firms have both lower profitability and growth, while the firm size is posi-

tively related with SME profitability while having a negative effect on growth. Low book 

leverage is associated with profitability, but has no relation with growth, while high liquidity 

has a positive impact on profitability but the opposite impact on growth. The results also show 

that SMEs with profitability focus seem to benefit from smaller boards, role integration and 

CEOs with long tenure instead of large boards monitoring top managers. SMEs with growth 

ambitions; on the other hand, should have a CEO with short tenure, separate roles and appoint 

larger boards which could provide access to more resources. Old CEOs are found to neither be 

associated with profitability, nor with growth in SMEs. 

10.1 Limitations 

This study is comprehensive as it includes an extensive number of firm observations over a 

long time period, and numerous control variables are considered. Furthermore, a combination 

of various methods has been applied to analyze the data. This, in combination with the 

objective quality assured accounting data which the analysis is based upon, leads to results that 

are more objective and extensive than the ones found in many previous SME studies. 

Moreover, the unique data resulting in 100% correct matching between accounting and sports 

merits data, is a strength of this study compared to previous studies on CEO characteristics and 

firm performance. Still, this study has some limitation which are discussed below. 

First, this study only covers Swedish SMEs and thus, the results might not be generalizable to 

other countries and companies of different sizes. In addition, the data on sports merited CEOs is 

quite restricted since it only includes one type of endurance challenge. Sports involvement in 

Sweden is among the highest in the world, meaning that even those who have not performed the 
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endurance challenge might still be very active when it comes to sporting and hence might 

possess many of the characteristics associated with CEOs who have performed the endurance 

challenge. Therefore, the difference between those who have performed the endurance chal-

lenge and those who have not, might not be as pronounced here as in other countries where 

sporting is not as common. Furthermore, CEOs in larger listed organizations are expected to 

face higher demands and responsibilities than chief executives in SMEs, meaning that the effect 

sports related CEO traits might be of higher importance in the context of large organizations.  

Secondly, even though the dataset used in this study is comprehensive, the anonymous charac-

ter of the data has eliminated the possibility to supplement the data with additional background 

information. As discussed in the model development section, there are a number of variables 

which have previously been found to influence firm performance that are not controlled for in 

this study. We can therefore not rule out that additional background- and accounting infor-

mation could have affected our results if added as control variables in the regressions. 

Lastly, consideration has not been taken to how old the sports merits are or at what age the 

CEO performed that endurance challenge. Even though the characteristics studied are con-

sidered to be persistent over time, we cannot completely ignore the notion that the characteris-

tics prescribed to sports merited CEOs who have performed the challenge might become less 

pronounced as time passes from the point in time when the challenge was completed. 

Furthermore, at what age a person performs the endurance challenge could provide further 

insight about the persons underlying characteristics as events and experiences are argued to 

impregnate differently at various stages in life (Malmendier et al., 2011). 

10.2 Suggestions for future research 

There are many possibilities to broaden the knowledge within the research field of sports in 

business and how sports merits are reflected in corporate leaders’ decision-making and organi-

zational outcome. 

Firstly, we suggest future research within this area to include broader data of sports participa-

tion. This could be done either through survey or by collecting records from a wider range of 

organized sports activities. Preferably, a study like this could be performed in a different 

country than Sweden, in which the expected difference between CEOs active in sports and the 

average CEO is more pronounced. 

Of interest would also be to investigate the effects of sports participation when growing up and 

the propensity of succeeding as CEO later on in life. Experiences impregnate on people harder 

when they are younger (Malmendier et al., 2011), meaning that sports participation early on in 

life might be more important for a person’s underlying characteristics than sports involvement 

later in life. Furthermore, we encourage future research to a greater extent consider potential 

heterogeneity in characteristics of people with background in various sports. Much of the 

empirical research in the field today only separates athletes from non-athletes and does not 

consider the notion that sports merits from certain types sports disciplines might be more suit-

able for people in business and CEO positions. 
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Further, we suggest future research to also include a wider range of firm outcomes in the anal-

ysis. In such a study a more extensive set of background variables could advantageously be 

included in order to yield a better understanding of people engaging in sports and the value of 

sports merits. In our univariate correlation analysis, we found for example that sports merited 

CEOs are significantly associated with larger firms while they are negatively correlated with 

CEO age and tenure. CEO experiences have previously been found to influence firm’s strategic 

decisions, but not necessarily performance (Benmelech & Frydman, 2015). Sports merited 

CEOs’ most apparent influence on firm outcome might not be seen in the performance, but 

rather in specific strategic choices. 
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13 Appendix 

Table 1.  

Univariate correlation analysis of the full sample 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 

(1) ROA 1,000            

(2) GIS 0,205*** 1,000 
          

(3) CEO age -0,049*** -0,113*** 1,000 
         

(4) CEO tenure 0,052*** -0,036*** 0,147*** 1,000 
        

(5) CEO duality 0,009*** -0,013*** 0,111*** -0,061*** 1,000 
       

(6) Firm age -0,066*** -0,175*** 0,231*** 0,104*** 0,000 1,000 
      

(7) Firm size 0,018*** -0,132*** 0,038*** -0,080*** -0,034*** 0,259*** 1,000 
     

(8) Book leverage -0,132*** 0,044*** -0,075*** -0,061*** -0,006* -0,154*** 0,013*** 1,000 
    

(9) Working capital efficiency -0,022*** 0,075*** 0,020*** -0,031*** -0,029*** 0,032*** -0,093*** 0,024*** 1,000 
   

(10) Quick ratio 0,202*** -0,009*** 0,028*** 0,018*** 0,010 0,015*** -0,068*** -0,551*** 0,256*** 1,000 
  

(11) Board size  -0,030*** -0,008*** 0,018*** -0,064*** -0,077*** 0,113*** 0,280*** -0,069*** 0,114*** 0,057** 1,000 
 

(12) Sports merited CEO 0,007** 0,000 -0,033*** -0,017*** -0,010 0,000 0,022*** 0,000 0,010*** 0,006* 0,008** 1,000 

* p<0,10; ** p<0,05; *** p<0,01  
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Table 2. 

2SLS regression output for full and matched sample 

Dep. variable: 
 Exp. 

ROA 
 Exp. 

GIS 

   Sign 2SLS Full 
 

2SLS Matched  Sign 2SLS Full  2SLS Matched 

Intercept   -0,0236  -0,0968**   0,6628***  0,5612*** 

   (-1,25)  (-2,03)   (13,76)  (5,85) 

Sports merited CEO  + 0,0026 
 

-0,0051  + -0,0039  0,0113 

 
  (0,67) 

 
(-1,13)   (-0,65)  (1,60) 

GIS  + 0,2294*** 
 

0,3962***   -  - 

 
  (11,43) 

 
(5,57)   -  - 

ROA   - 
 

-  + 0,2366  -0,4198 

 
  - 

 
-   (0,73)  (-0,59) 

CEO Characteristics   
   

     

CEO age  +/– -0,0046 
 

0,0064  +/– -0,0815***  -0,0686*** 

 
  (-1,36) 

 
(0,77)   (-9,21)  (-3,90) 

CEO tenure  +/– 0,0175*** 
 

0,0158***  +/– -0,0155***  -0,0042 

 
  (13,73) 

 
(5,78)   (-2,94)  (-0,42) 

CEO duality  +/– 0,0043*** 
 

0,0037  +/– -0,0042*  -0,0021 

 
  (3,31) 

 
(1,36)   (-1,78)  (-0,38) 

Firm Characteristics   
   

     

Firm age   - 
 

-  – -0,0336***  -0,0266*** 

 
  - 

 
-   (-12,47)  (-3,91) 

Firm size  + 0,0106*** 
 

0,0129***  + -0,0195***  -0,0115** 

 
  (14,99) 

 
(6,97)   (-8,72)  (-2,06) 

Book leverage  – -0,0098*** 
 

-0,0112**   -  - 

 
  (-4,17) 

 
(-2,45)   -  - 

Working capital  – -0,007*** 
 

-0,0089***  + 0,0119***  0,0102*** 

Efficiency   (-13,60) 
 

(-6,27)   (6,82)  (2,67) 

Quick ratio  + 0,0323*** 
 

0,0360***  +/– -0,0194*  0,0020 

 
  (31,16) 

 
(15,47)   (-1,85)  (0,08) 

Board size  – -0,0107*** 
 

-0,0134***  +/– 0,0164***  0,0107 

  
 (-10,04) 

 
(-4,92)   (4,48)  (1,47) 

Year fixed effects 
 

 Yes 
 

Yes   Yes  Yes 

Industry fixed effects 
 

 Yes 
 

Yes   Yes  Yes 

Clustered on firm 
 

 Yes 
 

Yes   Yes  Yes 

Instrumental variable 
 

 Firm age 
 

Firm age   Book leverage  Book leverage 

# Firm-year obs. 
 

 93.261 
 

16.239   93.261  16.239 

***, ** and * denote statistical significance based on two-tailed tests at the 1%-, 5%- and 10%-level, respectively. In spite of 

directional hypotheses two-tailed tests are applied in line with Zerni et al. (2010). z-values of the coefficients (in parentheses) 

are robust and based on standard errors clustered by firm. Results from fixed effects are omitted in the table. Firm leverage is 

used as an instrument for ROA and Firm age in applied as an instrument for GIS (see section 5.4.1 for more details on this). 

No R-squared are reported for the 2SLS regressions, as the usual way of computing F statistics is not appropriate when using 

2SLS (Wooldridge, 2009, p.525). All variables are defined in appendix Table 6. 
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Table 3. 

  

Two-sample test of proportions, ROA – one-to-one matched sample 

Variable Mean Std. Err. Number of obs. 

Firms without sports merited CEOs 7,68% 0,0074 1 292 

Firms with sports merited CEOs 7,72% 0,0074 1 292 

diff = prop(0) - prop(1) Hypothesis: diff ≠ 0 

 Pr(Z < z) = 0,9739 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. 

 

Two-sample test of proportions, GIS – one-to-one matched sample 

Variable Mean Std. Err. Number of obs. 

Firms without sports merited CEOs 7,39% 0,0073 1 292 

Firms with sports merited CEOs 8,21% 0,0076 1 292 

diff = prop(0) - prop(1) Hypothesis: diff ≠ 0 

 Pr(Z < z) = 0,4368 
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Table 5. 

 

 

 OLS regression output for one-to-one matched sample 

Dep. variable: 
 Exp. 

ROA 
 Exp. 

GIS 

  
 Sign OLS One-to-one 

matched sample  
 Sign OLS One-to-one 

matched sample 

Intercept   0,0498    0,4613***  

   (0,91)    (4,28)  

Sports merited CEO  + -0,0004 
 

 + 0,0091  

 
  (-0,08) 

 
  (1,12)  

GIS  + 0,0959*** 
 

  -  

 
  (7,84) 

 
  -  

ROA   - 
 

 + 0,4656***  

 
  - 

 
  (7,94)  

CEO Characteristics   
  

    

CEO age  +/– -0,0059 
 

 +/– -0,0382  

 
  (-0,46) 

 
  (-1,47)  

CEO tenure  +/– 0,0140** 
 

 +/– -0,1590  

 
  (2,29) 

 
  (-1,44)  

CEO duality  +/– 0,0072 
 

 +/– -0,0110  

 
  (0,93) 

 
  (-1,00)  

Firm Characteristics   
  

    

Firm age  – -0,0079** 
 

 – -0,0289***  

 
  (-2,43) 

 
  (-4,57)  

Firm size  + 0,0077*** 
 

 + -0,0202***  

 
  (2,82) 

 
  (-4,04)  

Book leverage  – -0,0097 
 

 + 0,0137  

 
  (-0,87) 

 
  (0,88)  

Working capital  – -0,0062** 
 

 + 0,0134**  

efficiency   (-2,32) 
 

  (2,35)  

Quick ratio   + 0,0356*** 
 

 +/– -0,0290***  

 
  (6,97) 

 
  (-3,05)  

Board size  – -0,0080 
 

 +/– 0,0159  

  
 (-1,40) 

 
  (1,43)  

Year fixed effects 
 

 Yes 
 

  Yes  

Industry fixed effects 
 

 Yes 
 

  Yes  

Clustered on firm 
 

 Yes 
 

  Yes  

# Firm-year obs. 
 

 2 584 
 

  2 584  

Within R-squared 
 

 0,1452 
 

  0,1319  

***, ** and * denote statistical significance based on two-tailed tests at the 1%-, 5%- and 

10%-level, respectively. In spite of directional hypotheses two-tailed tests are applied in line 

with Zerni et al. (2010). t-values of the coefficients (in parentheses) are robust and based on 

standard errors clustered by firm. Results from fixed effects are omitted in the table. All 

variables are defined in appendix Table 6. 
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Table 6. 

 

Variables Definition 

Dependent  

ROA 
Return on assets: ((𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡 + 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 (𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑎𝑥)𝑡)/
((𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠𝑡 + 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠𝑡−1)/2). 

GIS Growth in sales: ((𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑡/𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑡−1) − 1). 

Independent   

CEO_age Natural logarithm of the number of years since the CEO was born in year t. 

CEO_tenure 
A dummy variable taking the value 1 if the CEO has a tenure of more than 
five years, otherwise 0. 

CEO_duality 
A dummy variable taking the value of 1 if the CEO also is chairman of the 
board, otherwise 0. 

Firm_size Natural logarithm of 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑡−1. 

Firm_age 
Natural logarithm of the number of years since the firm was incorporated in 
year t. 

Book_leverage 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑏𝑡𝑡−1/𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠𝑡−1. 

WC_efficiency 
Working capital efficiency measured as the natural logarithm of days 
accounts receivable: (365 ∗ 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑡−1/𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑡−1).  

Quick_ratio 
Natural logarithm of Quick ratio: (𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑡−1)/
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑡−1.  

Board_size Natural logarithm of the number of board members in firm i ,in year t. 

Sports merits   

Sports merited CEO 
A dummy variable taking the value of 1 if the CEO has sports merits from 
performing the endurance challenge, otherwise 0.  
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